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Dear members

A lot has happened since my last 
letter, we have had several fantastic 
events so I will go through the last 
two major runs only. The annual trip 
to Tasmania was a resounding 
success as has been every trip from 
the very first.

Its always great to catch up with 
our Tassie members who make you so welcome. This year we 
concentrated on the North and West. That place is so 
beautiful. At first I was a bit worried about the covid thing 
and thought that might scare a few away from interstate 
travel. Well we still managed 30 cars which was a tremendous 
result with at least 10 cars not having made the trip before.

Everybody gelled well and the trip was fantastic. Members 
Dee and Neil are to be congratulated on just how well the trip 
was organised. We had absolute ball and it was great to get 
to know some of the new members. 

The second major trip was to Mallacoota a trip first dreamed 
up after we decided to give a donation to the local Mallacoota 
CFA. Adam Richmond made the original contact with them. 
Then we put the social director onto to the organising job 
Tony Borg. I was very disappointed not being able to attend 
this event but the reports back were great, well run and the 
people of Mallacoota were very impressed. More in the next 
magazine.

Now Easter has just passed and my usual Easter consists of 
travelling interstate to the Nationals but sadly the last two 
have been cancelled, the 2020 at the last minute which was 
sad for SA as they had it all ready to go. The National body of 
which Peter Sheehan and myself are Victorian representatives 
have still been meeting online, you know the world of zoom.

All reps from each state decided that 2021 would be tough 
to run as border closures happen at the drop of a hat and 
sponsors are hard to find in tough times. It was also decided 
that we would allow SA to run the next event in 2022. So for 
those who love a trip, SA will be holding the nationals in 
Glenelg 2022.

Our own local concours will be held this year and work is 
progressing on this event, it will be held in November for the 
first time.

I was initially worried what covid may do to our membership 
when no events or meetings were going on. The club is still 
an expense to run as we still produced the magazine $29,000 
per year plus PO Box costs etc. The committee elected to help 
anyone with trouble. While a very kind member offered to pay 
for 10 memberships for those in trouble.

As you know we have moved our meetings from the 
Calabria Club to Mooney Valley Race Course. I wish to thank 
the Calabria Club, in particular, their restaurant manager 
Carlo for a wonderful stay. 

We are privileged in our club to have an average 130 members 
attend our meetings so when choosing a meeting room we 
need parking and enough room for 150 plus members and 
somewhere that is no more than 7kms out of town so when 
when committee member Brian James suggested the 
Mooney Valley Race Course, we decided to have a close look 
as its facilities. We found it was the same distance as the 
Calabria Club from town with great facilities, the meals were 
great and drink prices were cheaper than before.

For those that have not been yet the views of the city are 
magnificent day and night.

The room is capable of holding 250, so no problems with 
functions either. Unfortunately that no matter whare we 
choose it will not suit everyone but we must be mindful that a 
bus load of members travel from Bendigo every meeting not 
to mention others who travel further so we cannot please 
everyone and I live down South and it does not worry me 
travelling to have great catch up with mates.

I would like to thank those who attended the AGM this was 
officially the 2020 AGM put back due to covid . Finally we 
were able to pass the updated constitution and ratify the 
committee. We will hold another AGM for 2021 in July of 
August this year.

The club is in a very good position financially and 
membership wise, so the vote of confidence was great.

Monthly meetings are on again so come join your friends 
and have a fun night. Tony is hard at work with events so 
please check them out and come along; we have been starved 
of events so the cars must be well kept and ready to go.

As I always I say if you have any ideas for events or anything 
you think will improve the club please let us know, we 
appreciate input and remember the committee are care 
takers for what you the members want. We cannot do 
everything but we do try to cover all areas. 

We have had an event in Mt Eliza, we've been to Mallacoota, 
went towards Colac for the Christmas run and we'll be back 
again to support the Bendigo members with a catch up. So as 
you can see we are trying fill all parts of the state and I think 
the annual trip to Bundoora Park will happen again also. So 
come along to an event soon all our member's are friends, 
some for 40 years plus others for 5 minutes so its a chance to 
make new ones. See you at an event soon.

Keep on Mustanging

Ian Collins

MOCA VIC President

president@mustangclubvictoria.org.au

DEADLINE FOR NEXT MAGAZINE - JUNE 2 
Please email all your articles ASAP directly to colinmustangroundup@gmail.com

EDITORIALPRESIDENT’S
LETTER

G’day fellow Mustangers.

A big thank you to everyone that sent in their stories and 
articles for this issue. It's been a pleasure to put this one 
together and read about all the trips and events that have 
been happening again; considering that we have only been 
able to get out and about in larger numbers fairly recently.

There's been so much sent in this issue that I've had to hold 
back on a couple of articles to help fill the next edition just in 
case the email inbox went quiet again. Prove me wrong and 
keep those stories coming...

Along with the normal local club event coverage articles 
like our Australia Day Clayton's Concours, the Annual Tassie 
Trip etc. and the regular info like Peter's Car Care section I 
was contacted by some fellow Mustangers from the west in 
WA - that being Paul & Vince Shervington - informing me of 
their 50th Anniversary Show n' Shine for Amercian Auto 
Parts - see page 46. What a great milestone!

For many that are new to the club, Vince, Paul and American 
Auto Parts have been a great supporter of the VIC Club over 
the 50 years and have personally attended more of our 
Victorian Concours Shows than I can remember, with freeby 
showbags and some form of sponsorship over the many 
years. Good luck for the future guys.

Now that brings me to another article that has come from 
way beyond our Australian shores. Through a local Aussie 
contact, Phill Beresford, from NOS Mustang Supplies, I received 
an email from a Marcus Anghel of Anghel Restorations in 
Scottsdale Arizona USA requesting to supply an article about 
one of the many Concours restorations he recently completed 
for a customer. The Boss 429 Lawman Mustang. See pic below 
and read all about it from page 26. 

Marcus, for those that don't know, also happens to be a 
MCA National Gold Card Judge for 1969 - 1970 Concours 
and 1969 - 1971 Boss and also the Shelby American Automobile 
Club (SAAC) National Head Judge for Boss Mustangs. So to 
say I was a bit excited about receiving his article was a big 
understatement. Thanks again Phill for the initial contact and 
helping with the article. 

Again, it was a honour to be able to put together this story 
with Marcus and to share this Concours Detailed Restoration, 
not only with our Vic and interstate Club members that receive 
this magazine, and our fellow Mustangers from across the 
globe but also in remembrance of all the men and women 
that served in the US and Australian Armed Forces during all 
those years ago.

See you soon.

Colin Falso
MOCA VIC Editor
colinmustangroundup@gmail.com
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• Full Restorations  
 in House

• Mechanical Work

• Full Rotisserie  
 Restorations

• Bare Metal  
 Body & Paint

• Rust Repairs

• Show or  
 Councours

170 Calder Highway Harcourt VIC 3453
Phone: (03) 5474 2477

Email: mustmarq@blue1000.com.au
Website: www.themustangmarque.com.au

Specialising in all parts from   
1964- 1970 including full range  

of parts from 1969 - 1970

Penrite V8 Supercar
Brian James

Just prior to the March round of the V8 Supercar 
championship at Sandown, our dedicated Event co-
ordinator, Tony Borg, received a call for assistance from the 
Penrite V8 Supercar Team.

This round was supposed to be the Heritage round for 2021, 
where the cars sport a livery from a previous significant era.

Being so early in the season, Penrite is the only team to 
embrace the theme. David Reynolds car will be (is) painted in 
a Black and Gold colour scheme.

Their enquiry to Tony was if we could provide a Black and 
Gold Mustang to be part of a photo shoot at Sandown, prior 
to the event, at the unveiling of their car.

A couple of their prospects had fallen through, and at short 
notice they rang Tony with a cry for help. He suggested there 
may be a car available and contacted me for confirmation.

As a result, Tony and I found ourselves cruising to 
Sandown on the Thursday afternoon prior to the round in my 
Black and Gold Shelby.

The Penrite car was unloaded from the transporter under 
significant secrecy, ie, completely covered. As this round is 
only run over Saturday and Sunday, with no running of the 
cars until Saturday, there was nobody there to see the 
bloody car anyway.

Finishing decals were fitted to the Mustang. There is very 
little space left on the car, so it was a tight fit.

They towed the car, (not mine), onto the track and we 
headed, in reverse track direction, down to the Penrite bridge 
which is a couple of turns from the main straight. This is 
where the photos were taken, and the pre-recorded video 
interview with David Reynolds.

Tony, ever on the alert for a MOCA promotion, was hard at 
work establishing 'payment'. He didn’t have to try too hard, 
the Penrite guys were great and very appreciative of us being 
there. 

They have agreed to be guest speaker(s) at an upcoming 
meeting. I have been to one of their presentations, and it is very 
informative, particularly for us with older cars, and engines.

All in all, it was fun. The Penrite team and David, (Davey to 
us now!!) Reynolds was very friendly and appreciative. We 
wish them well on race day.
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Acquisition, Restoration & Sales of 
Muscle Cars, Hot Rods & Classics.

3 Traminer Crt, Wendouree, Vic, 3355   Phone: (03) 5338 2427   Fax: (03) 5338 2527  
Email: sales@griffs.com.au   Web: www.griffs.com.au 

LMCT 10489

“Where Life Is All About the Ride"

No matter what your heart desires, at Griffs we can make your 
dream come to life. Qualified tradesman, experienced project 
management and experienced automotive builders ensure your 
car is completed on time, on budget and most importantly to 
the highest of standards. 

Opening hours
Monday – Friday 8.00am – 5.00pm
Saturday 8.00am – 12.30pm

Griffs restoration shop is located in the heart of Victoria in ever 
sunny Ballarat. We have a 1000 square metre factory with state 
of the art equipment and facilities.

Griffs is not just any old workshop, we take pride in everything 
we do and our work environment reflects exactly that, it is 
always ultra clean and tidy.

We welcome all visitors to come and view our shop, have a 
coffee and discuss your next project.

Services Available....
• Turn Key Projects
• Part Projects
• RestoMods
• Custom Fabrication   

• Complete Range of New  Mustang Parts 1964 – 1973
• Engine & Driveline Installations & Upgrades
• Sourcing of Second Hand & Rare Parts
• Body & Paint Restoration

   

Now I have lived in and around Mount Eliza for about 45 
years and 21 of those years just 2 streets away from this 19 
acre Mansion. 

I always found it very interesting, like most people in the 
area. But strangely nobody knew anything about it, I had 
met Tony (The Gate Keeper) a few times in passing and 
asked him one day if would be possible for me to have my 
Boss Mustang photographed in front of the 'Mansion'.

He agreed, all I had to do was wait for the right day, but 
in the meantime as I walked by most mornings to get my 
coffee in the Village, as I looked through the high wire 
fence and cypress trees, I had this vision of our Mustangs 
sprawled over the fields I could see them all lined up 
yellow ones, red ones, blue ones, even a gold one. 

So, I said to Tony (The Gate Keeper) could he ask the 
owner if the club could have an event here. Tony had only 
one concern and that was that we would leave 'skid' marks.

I assured him we were not that kind of club. So, I rang 
Ian Collins about my idea, he soon got back to me and said 
the club was interested. Tony, later gave me the ok, I was 
somewhat struck as I thought our chances were slim at 
best. Ian and some of the committee came to look at the 
property and from the second we drove into the property 
everyone was impressed. 

It was now decided that Australia Day would be the best 
time, my concern grew, what about the weather? what if it 
was too far for people to come? 

Now just to put this in perspective no one in the history 
of the property has ever had an event there, and we would 
be the first and maybe the last, I felt very privileged, for 
the club. The night before Australia Day Tony Borg stayed 
at my house as he lives down Geelong way. 

We had a couple of beers before dinner and then off to 
dinner in the Village of Mt Eliza, had a nice dinner met up 
with more Mustang people and I had too many red wines 
(thanks Tony Borg) It was a balmy night and I was feeling 
better about the next day because the weather was holding. 
Unfortunately that didn’t last, it bucketed rain that night 
and was very misty the next morning. 

We arrived at the property at 7.20am and thought we 
would definitely be the first ones there, but who is in front 
of me none other than Barry Bolton with the BBQ Chuck 
Wagon. I have been a member for a long time but never 
have I seen the 'Mustang Machine' in action. Barry starts 
setting up, I turn around and get coffee and when I get 
back there is Pete and Karen directing cars.

Karen also spent hours on the main gate, maybe people 
will come! Then the coffee van arrives and the marquees 
are assembled. The property supplied tables and chairs for 
us to make the day more comfortable and Ken Harrison 
then sets up the music. Then more cars arrive and arrive 
and arrive and yes, there was yellow ones and red ones 
and blue ones and even a gold one!!   

So, it is true if you build it, they will come.

Field Of Dreams
Garry Anderson
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So it's been a very long time since the old girl was out!  

Given many of us are no longer able to travel, 2021 

became the year to brush off the dust, pump up the tyres, 

and give the T5 a service. Normally at this time of the year I 

would be trekking in Nepal, which has meant I have always 

missed the show and the Tassie Trip. 

So the decision was made to book in for 

the Tassie Trip and attend the 'MOCA VIC 

Australia Day Claytons Concours' which 

was held at the Historic Wooralla 

Homestead in Mt Eliza.   

We have a small issue in our household 

at the moment, just before Christmas our 

older Border Collie 'Rupert' required a 

tendon operation and this put him under 

house arrest for 8 weeks. (Now I hear you 

ask, what does this have to do with a 

Mustang run...)

Well It's much like a Le Mans start when 

preparing the Mustang for cruise. It starts with the car cover 

coming off and we are slightly excited, opening the hood to 

connect the battery and we are getting more excited, when 

the driver's door is opened the race has started. Me and a 

dog pushing and shoving each other to be the first into the 

car.  He absolutely loves riding and sitting in the car!  

So on Tuesday morning I had to pack him in the standard 

family car, drop him off at my parents place, before 

returning to start the Mustang. I feel had I 

started it while he was home, and had i 

driven off without him, I'm sure he would 

have broken free and chased the Mustang 

all the way to Mt Eliza!  

Anyhow waking up on Tuesday morning 

to find it was still raining from the night 

before, left me feeling a bit disappointed.

I had spent Sunday washing and 

polishing, making the T5 look a million 

bucks for her first 2021 outing, to then know 

she was going to be wet, and dirty again.  

(never mind that's what it's about, isn't it) 

So we packed the car with our younger 

Border Collie 'Cricket' and headed for Mt Eliza.  

It rained most of the way from Point Cook to Mt Eliza, 

however once we arrived the weather seemed to change, 

allowing for a dry wander around some 

70+ cars and the Homestead. It was 

great to see so many cars out on such a 

wet start to the day. 

The homestead was a great location, 

and amazing to think about the parties 

and events the garden, tennis courts & 

swimming pool would have seen over 

the years.   

Now the wait until the Tassie trip, roll 

on the few weeks until we head off 

again to enjoy these amazing Stangs 

and stretch the legs.

Mt Eliza Australia Day
Claytons Concours
Blair Rundle
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Mt Eliza Australia Day
Claytons Concours  
Tony Borg

Articles about events 
generally start with a 
weather report, and this 
one is no different, and no 
surprise to us Melbournite’s, 
the ever unpredictable 
weather did it to us again, 
only days earlier we were 
all sweltering in close on 
40c temperatures, so we 

all thought surely the weather gods will be kind to us, but 
alas that was not the case.

The morning of the event I was 
woken by a 4am downpour and 
remember thinking, if this continues, 
we will have to cancel, as the grassed 
grounds of our chosen venue would 
become a quagmire, and as we all 
know, our cars and mud do not 
combine well, do they?

The 4am shower did not last long, 
so it was up at 7am, quick tub, and 
into the stang for the 2 minute 
journey to our venue. I’ll stop here 
and explain, one of our long time and 
much loved members Gary Anderson, 
opened his home for me to stay the 
night before the event, which saved 
me a 5.30am start from my abode in 
Lara, thanks again Gary, you are a 
true gentleman.

Well, Gary and I were not the first to arrive, Barry was 
there with the club trailer, as well as Mike and Sue Brodrick, 
all ready to get set up for the big day. I quickly parked my 
car just inside the front gate, put up my picnic table, 
before the first of our members arrived. 

I didn’t have to wait long for Karen Cornish and Peter 
Welch to arrive, they parked quickly and then took on 
parking duties as well as accepting and recording entries 
into the venue.

Our event was held on the picturesque grounds 
surrounding the homestead, barn and gatehouse located 
on a 19 acre property on Wooralla Dve Mt Eliza, for the 
purposes of advertising the event I dubbed the homestead 
Wooralla House, but I am happy to be corrected by anyone 
knowing the rightful name.

I did have a quick look around the place the evening 
prior, and wow, what a place, who would have thought a 

patch of land this big, with some 
beautiful heritage buildings, existed 
in the middle of suburbia. 

The caretaker, Tony, was happy to 
get the place in shape for our day, 
which included three days of mowing, 
and the place looked spectacular.

Throughout the day, in my travelling 
from the front gate to our food and 
coffee area, I did get a quick look at 
the cars on display, and the form the 
display took meandering around the 
garden beds, truly looked as though 
all these people in Mustangs came 
along to the same place for a picnic, 
not a straight line in sight, so a big 
thanks to those who organised the 

parking, even managing to get 4 Bullitt models to park 
next to each other, great job guys?

I met many new members on the day, that, due to Covid, 
attended the day as their first ever event with the club, and 
what a way to showcase what the club does than an event 
such as this. 

The usual crew of helpers 
were there once again, 
cooking up a storm, egg 
and bacon rolls for 
breakfast, followed by 
sausages and Lara burgers 
for lunch, and as has 
become a bit of a tradition, 
Avril and Brian James 
served up their Australia 
Day cakes, this time 
chocolate and strawberry 
lamingtons, they were 
fantastic. We also had our 
baristas on site, from the 
Axxess café, fantastic 
coffee as always.

At around 12.30pm, the 
semi-official part of the 
day’s event was held, the 
welcome from our 
President Ian Collins, 
followed by a quick chat 
with the legendary 
Mustang Racing John 
Mann, and the obligatory 
awarding of trophies to the 
best presented early and 
late models on display.

Those went to Ken Harrison, also our club MC, with his 
1969 Orange Coupe, and long-time member Ron Minogue 
in his 2019 Shelby, well done to the both of you. 

A total of 100 cars were put on display on the day, an 
awesome effort considering the weather, and again, a big 
thanks to all for turning out on the day.

There was much talk about the venue chosen for the 
event, and again, thanks must go to Gary Anderson who 
made initial contact with the owners and then made the 
necessary arrangements. We are uncertain of the future of 
the venue, knowing that subdivision of the land is going 
ahead, but, you never know your luck, so, we might get 
there again sometime in the future.

Until the next event/meeting, take care, and stay safe.
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A highlight of the trip was the view from our lunch 
destination being the Lost Farm Restaurant situated on the 
Barnbougle Golf Course. Despite the long wait for excellent 
food, we were joined by 9 locals. It was here that most of us 
received the news that the snap Victorian lock down was 
about to occur, but as we hadn’t worn masks for 2 days, we 
all knew we were in a much happier place! 

Some more locals joined us for dinner at the Plough Inn in 
Launceston, a night arranged by Colin Farmer and Patrick 
Wing (with thanks). Despite the cries of too much food, 
according to the hotel owners there weren’t too many 
scraps left on plates! Then back to the Launceston Country 
Club Villas for a comfortable night’s rest. 

The Saturday was a relaxing day where many took the 
time to explore Sheffield, literally a town of public murals. 
Then some of us (12 in total) made our way into the Cradle 
Mountain National Park and walked around the 6km Dove 
Lake track. One fairly new member may have even got her 
legs wet trying to obtain a fabulous photo outside the 
famous Boat Shed! 

Others remained in Launceston and visited the National 
Automobile Museum of Tasmania; some cruised on the 
Tamar River; some explored the Cataract Gorge and others 
might have been led astray by some locals and driven 
around the scenic back roads. 

The joint dinner saw 12 locals in attendance at the Bolters 
Bar and Grill, the restaurant inside the accommodation 
complex. All dressed appropriately for the Ford Blue theme 
with the exception 
of 2 Victorians who 
donned blue 
medical scrubs! The 
presentation of 10 
year badges to 
Tasmania’s longest 
standing members 
Len and Deborah 
Van Rossum was 
well received. 

Tassie 2021 Trip
Neil Butler & De Colledge

Who would have thought when we returned home from 
the 2020 Tassie Trip, that it would have been the last 
holiday for many of us, for 12 months? So it was with much 
relief that 57 MOCV members were able to jump on the 
Spirit of Tasmania on 10th February 2021, and have a fun 
filled 5 days away. 

Attendance at this year’s event saw approximately half 
being first timers and for some members, this was actually 
their first or second attendance at an actual event. 

The popularity of the G6 models meant that they for the 
first time, slightly outnumbered the Classics. We had 10 
models pre 1970; 3 models until 1990; 2 *1991 - 2014 models 
and 14 post 2015 models with the latest model picked up 
only 4 weeks before the trip. 

When planning this year’s trip, given many metropolitan 
based Victorians had been in lockdown for most of 2020, 
the aim of this year’s trip was to not only renew acquaintances 
with our MOCT counterparts, but to also explore many 
picturesque parts of Tassie with time for relaxation and 
merriment. We consider we successfully achieved this outcome.

On Thursday 11th 
February, we were 
welcomed by the largest 
turnout of locals - 11 cars. 
After breakfast we all 
convoyed to Chas Kelly’s 
stunning home, to view his 
vast private car collection. 
More so than in previous 
visits, Chas happily shared 
motoring stories with 
members.

A visit to Anvers Chocolate Factory saw many indulge in 
all things chocolate. The Sideling Stage of the 2021 Tasmanian 
Targa route proved popular with most G6s, although a few 
of the Classic models weren’t too far behind! 

Scottsdale for lunch, the Pyengana Dairy Farmgate for 
ice-creams then over to the Scamander Beach Resort for a 
delightful seafood BBQ dinner.

After breakfast we all headed north to Binalong Bay and 
the Bay of Fires. Despite the day being exceptionally windy, 
for those with convertibles the roof was down all day. 
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A raffle occurred and we thank Simone Collister for being 
the barrel girl, if you will. 

On the Sunday, after yet another buffet breakfast in the 
Casino complex, most headed off to explore the picturesque 
north-west corner of Tasmania. 

Some either walked or took the chairlift to 
the top of The Nut, then walked around this 
spectacular geological formation. Another 
stunning day meant we could see the 
coastline from Stanley basically to Burnie. 

The locals recommended Boat Harbour 
Beach and for those that detoured, the views 
were well worth it. The colours of the waters 
contrasting to the sand, simply spectacular. 
Some toured the Hellyers Road Whisky 
Distillery; others visited the Wonders of 
Wynward Exhibition 
Centre which houses 
the world’s equal 
joint oldest Ford, a 
Model A built in 
1903; others went to 
Table Cape itself 
and/or were 
escorted by a 
lighthouse keeper 
inside the Table 
Cape Lighthouse. 
Others visited the 
Maker’s Workshop in 

Burnie and some stopped for ice creams in Penguin. 

Almost all attended Grant and Jan Bingley’s eclectic car 
and memorabilia collection. It was great that many locals 
again joined us for this insightful tour of Grant’s display. 

After dinner, we all boarded the Spirit of 
Tasmania for a pleasant night crossing back 
to….lockdown! 

The Organising Committee would like to 
thank the many Tasmanians who attended 
this year and for those that assisted with the 
culinary recommendations (Col, Paddy and 
Jane). 

For those first timers, now that you’ve 
gotten to know new acquaintances, it is hoped 
your friendships are renewed at upcoming 
organised events. For those members who 

continue to 
spasmodically 
attend, we thank you.

You’ll be pleased 
to know there have 
already been 
conversations about 
which parts of Tassie 
we should visit next 
year! 
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This was my 5th trip to Tassie with the club, and one I was 
looking forward too, especially during this COVID pandemic 
thingy. The opportunity to get out and stretch the Stangs 
leg’s and breathe some fresh air without having to wear a 
mask was certainly worth waiting for, and what a trip it 
turned out to be.

Samantha and I took our 01 Cobra on this trip, and it 
performed admirably, not a problem at all, even around the 
various twists and turns of the Targa Tasmania sections we 
drove, the car ran as if on rails.

Sooooo, rather than bore everyone 
with a day by day account of the trip, 
what I will do is include some of the 
many highlights that we had.

Wednesday arvo: Our trip started 
with at our meet up point where we 
caught up with our fellow travellers, 
at the Generations Café. 

This time around almost half of 
those travelling were on their first trip 
to the Apple Isle with the club. Time 
for a quick chat with a couple of the 
members and introductions all round, 
then it wasn’t long before we hopped 
back into our cars onto Station Pier, 
through the checkpoints and into the 
belly of Spirit. 

In previous years, our gathering point 
on the ship was the bar on deck 9, but 
unlike previous years, the deck 9 bar 
was closed, another reminder of the 
COVID Normal state we are living in. 

The number of passengers travelling 
was about half the normal capacity of 
the Spirit, so not all venues were open, 
not to worry, we soon found a suitable 
replacement to sit, have a chat and 
lubricate our tonsils with our favourite 
beverages.

Thursday: An early start in Devonport, into our cars and 
off the Spirit, to our breakfast venue, but not before a drive 
through the border checkpoint showing our COVID QR 
code, allowing our transfer off the boat. We then caught up 
with our Tassie brethren in the car park across from the cafe. 

Breakfast was at Café Squire, a place previously occupied 
by various organisations that certainly left their mark on the 
building, I will leave that one there. It certainly is worth a 
sticky beak.

From there it was off to Port Sorrell where we attended 
the property of Chas Kelly, to view his awesome collection 
of cars, motorbikes and memorabilia, a quick thank you to 

Chas, who regularly opens up his home to our club and its 
members, thanks again Chas. From here we headed to 
Anvers Chocolate Factory, where those sweet tooths 
among the group purchased their fill, mmm, mmm, mmm.

Scottsdale was our next destination, this time an 
opportunity to choose from the many eateries, cafes and 
bakeries in the town. Our personal choice was provided by 
the local bakery, where we both had a Lemon Curd Tart, I 
know, for lunch right? This was followed by a short drive to 

Scamander where we were bedding 
down for the night. Dinner was in the 
Hotels dining room, where a fantastic 
spread of seafood and BBQ meats 
and salad were the order of the day, 
followed by a few cleansing ales to 
wash it all down with, of course.

Friday: We woke to an awesome 
view from our Juliet Balcony, of 
Scamander Bay and its beautiful 
sandy beach. A number of the more 
game of our travellers, ventured out 
on the beach for a walk in the 
morning sun, the tide was up, the 
sand soft and the air clean, what 
better way to start the day than a 
walk along the beach. After our walk, 
a quick tub, pack the cars, quick 
brekky, we were off again. But not 
before our morning briefing by our 
tour guide Neil. Hoot Hoot.

Our day took us along many a 
picturesque road to our destination, 
the Bay of Fires. What a beautiful 
spot, a number of us walked out onto 
the rocks, taking an opportunity to 
stretch our photographic skills, well 
the others did anyway, what an 
amazing spot. 

From here we took the road to 
Bridport which led us to the 

Barnbougle Golf Course, where lunch was served in the 
Lost Farm Restaurant, and “wow” was one of the many 
terms being thrown around once the crew walked into the 
complex, the view over the bay and the Golf Course was 
just amazing and the food of course, magnificent. 

After lunch we were provided with many stops on our 
way to our digs for the night at the Launceston Country 
Club golf links, including The National Automobile Museum 
of Tasmania and Cataract Gorge Reserve. 

Dinner that night was at the Plough Inn in Launceston, 
and what a feast we had, I have to say the Scotch Fillet was 
amazing. We had time to reacquaint ourselves with our 

Tasmanian members along with a couple of glasses of the 
local ale, cheers….

Saturday: Breakfast was provided by the Launceston 
Casino Bistro, from there, once we had our morning briefing, 
we headed to our next stop, Sheffield, known for its many 
murals, and picturesque views of Mount Raymond. 

In Sheffield, Samantha and I caught up with an old 
workmate, who we hadn’t seen for over 20 years, it was a 
blast catching up with him. Once the rest of the crew turned 
up in town, we had a quick 
regroup before heading to 
the Cradle Mountain Reserve.

There, a number of the 
group took the challenge of 
walking the 6 and some 
kilometres around Dove 
Lake, and what a beautiful 
place it is, Tasmania has an 
abundance of this kind of 
natural beauty, and Cradle 
Mountain has to be one of 
those at the top of the list. 

A couple of photo ops along the way and it was back into 
our steeds for the two hour drive back to the Country Club, 
a quick clean up before our formal dinner with our 
Tasmanian counterparts. 

There was much talk about the trip so far, and the 
multitude of people who said there was so many highlights 
they couldn’t pick a stand out. One comment I did hear from 
of the crew was that they felt like they were on an episode of 
the Amazing Race, so much to do and so much to see.

Sunday: Our last full day in Tassie came around too quickly, 
after brekkie we took off to Stanley and a little place called 
the Nutt. We had a quick snack in one of the many eateries, 
I had to have a scallop pie, before taking the chair lift to the 

top of the rock, then strolling the 45 minute or so walk 
around the perimeter of the rock, the views of the town, 
Bass Straight and the coastline both east and west were 
breathtaking, and what an awesome day, we even saw a 
pademelon hiding in the bushes, along the walking track.

We were then off to our departure point, taking the road 
to Burnie then closing on Devonport where we stopped at a 
Bus Depot belonging to Grant and Jan Bingley, to have a 
look at the many classic racing cars and memorabilia they 

kept on the premises.

It was time now for our 
last meal on the island, but 
not before saying goodbye 
to those Tasmanian 
members who had joined 
us on today’s drive. 

Dinner was had at the 
Argosy, which is becoming a 
bit of a regular on our trips 
to Tasmania, especially with 
the now standard late night, 
10pm crossings of the SOT 

back home to Melbourne. Before getting on the Spirit, we 
gathered in the paddock across from the dock, where we 
took the obligatory group photo before heading onto the 
boat and home.

It certainly was another amazing trip down south, and a 
credit to our organisers De and Neil. 

One last thing before signing off, Samantha and I had a 
great time on this trip, meeting so many new members and 
catching up with the old ones both from Tassie and the 
mainland, we had a blast, the cars, the people, the scenery 
and the fresh, fresh, air, and we certainly look forward to 
doing it all again on Tassie 2022.

Cheers for now, Stay Safe

Tour de Tassie 2021
Tony & Samantha Borg
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Insects of Tasmania
Len van Rossum

...WIN THIS!

   DO THIS...

ATTENTION
ALL VIC
CLUB 
MEMBERS

  THEN THIS.
email all your files to

colinmustangroundup@gmail.com
and be in the running to...

Take some photos at the
next Mustang Club Event.

Philip Island Historic Racing 2018.  Nick Duyvestyn 

We have been regular attendees  at Philip Island over the past 10 years or so. Some years we have travelled 

with the Mustang Club, others with Let’s Go Cruisin. 

This year we travelled with LGC and has been the case for a number of years got reserved parking in the 

Shannons area directly opposite the pits. This is a great viewing area and is close to the displays and to the pit 

access bridge. 

 

It was a lovely day with bright sunshine and little wind. As usual the organizing group had a great variety of 

cars and a full program. It is always a great day looking at the wide variety of racecars dating from anywhere 

between 29 and 100 years old. 

 

The F5000’s were again the main attraction but they were closely followed by the Group N and Group C race 

cars. 

Another great day and highly recommended if you have not attended. 

  OR THIS...
Write your Mustang Report, 
News, Tips or other Mustang 

Related Stories. 

Contact committee for full details 

A very enjoyable drive in our Mustangs. We stopped at a 
lookout or two to admire the scenery on the way. It was 
amazing how many members had not travelled this road 
before or commented they had forgotten how good it was.

We were met by 4 more Mustangs and their occupants 
from The Capital (ask Dave O) at the Central Highlands 
Lodge. Our southern members travelled via the towns of 
Hamilton and Bothwell to Great Lake. We had 42 members 
for lunch according to my reconning. 

The Central Highlands Lodge kitchen served us a very tasty 
meal and we were well looked after by the staff. I can 
recommend the Central Highlands Lodge for a refreshment 
and or meal if you are in the area.

After lunch we gathered in the car park for a few photos 
before driving our Mustangs south to the Arthurs Lake 
intersection. We turned left here to go past Arthurs Lake and 
on to Poatina. We had lost a few Mustangs from our group 
after lunch due to their commitments in other places. 

The road to Poatina is a great driving road with many more 
twists and turns and beautiful scenery. What a fantastic way 
to spend a day. We have got to do this trip again sometime, 
like soon. The town of Poatina had no ice cream to offer so it 
was off to Longford we went.

The day was not over after the Mustang Owners Club 
cruise. Some of us needed more. More V8s were to be found 
at the Latrobe speedway. 

We headed home for some more layers of clothing and a 
quick change of cars. At the speedway we freshened up our 
sunburns, gained a liberal layer of dust and filled our ears with 
the roar of more V8 engines. The locals repelled the mainland 
invaders on the track and then it was time to go home for a 
shower and bed. 

So, as I clean my Mustang I am grateful for a very tolerant 
wife, good friends, the Mustang Owners Club of Australia and 
the fantastic state in which I live.

Oh well, back to my bugs!!!

It's Sunday morning and I am cleaning my Mustang after a 
very enjoyable cruise the previous day. The bugs may not 
have enjoyed the cruise so much. We must have some of the 
biggest and juiciest bugs in the world here in Tasmania. While 
gently scrubbing away my passengers I thought to myself 
that the previous day was the end of a fantastic Mustang and 
V8 filled week.

Tuesday - Australia Day, the final day of a TCR series round 
was held at Symmons Plains Raceway. The weather on the 
day started as overcast with rain threatening but this soon 
changed to serious sunburn. 

Several of the categories in this series create the sounds we 
Mustang enthusiasts have been craving for a while. There is 

nothing like the sound (and feel) of a large field of finely tuned 
V8 engines being revved to the limit. 

The TransAm series are Mustang versus Camaro versus 
Dodge. The Touring Car Masters series are a fantastic 
collection of old muscle cars battling it out on the track like 
they did in the 1970s and 1980s. It was a pleasure to watch 
our local hero John Bowe post his 100th Touring Car Masters 
race win on his home track. An incredible feat. 

John may race a Torana now but he is no stranger to the 
Ford and Mustang camps. There was also a couple of other 
Tasmanian drivers that featured prominently in the results for 
the TransAm and Touring Car Masters races. And then, to top 
that off, there was the open wheel S5000 cars, all powered 
by Ford Coyote engines. How cool is that?

I had a few days to contemplate the day at Symmons Plains 
prior to the next event. We had a cruise planned for Saturday 
with the Tasmanian MOCA group. A drive to the central 
highland’s region for lunch was in order.

The weather for the weekend did not look promising on 
Friday. It rained all day at home. But, come Saturday morning, 
the Bureau of Meteorology came through for us again. The 
sky was clearing and it was a beautiful day for a drive. 

Eleven Mustangs, old and new (mostly new) gathered at 
The Cherry Shed in Latrobe. The Mustang occupants all 
enjoyed a coffee and/or chat prior to the drive to Deloraine.

Please support The Cherry Shed in Latrobe if you are 
looking for a coffee or bite to eat in the area. We are 
generously allowed to use their car park as a meeting place 
for our cruises. There is great coffee and delicious meals to be 
had in the café here. 

We were met by another 7 Mustangs and their occupants 
from the Launceston area at Deloraine. We had a large group 
of people gathering by this stage when you included the 
onlookers. We had new members to welcome, not so new 
members on their first cruise, even a Victorian MOCA 
member fresh off the Spirit of Tasmania, and of course our 
regular cruise participants. We are lucky to have such a great 
bunch of people in our club.

The queue of Mustangs departed from Deloraine and 
headed for the Central Highlands Lodge at Great Lake for our 
lunch date. The road to Great Lake has many twists and turns. 
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Russell Trainor Ph: 0418 131 124 
Showroom: 11 - 13 Sutherlands Road,  
 Riddells Creek VIC 3431

Open: 9.30-12pm Mon/Sun     
 1.30-5.30pm Wed/Fri/Sat   or by appt.

Specialising in the sale of 
Mustang Parts from 1964 - 70

RHD Conversions for 
Mustangs 66 - 70

Best Prices! 

Huge range of Mustang
& Muscle Car Books

Always in Stock

Disc Brake Kits available for
Mustangs 65 - 70     $1395

Air-Conditioning Kits available for
Mustangs 65 - 66     $1495

Website: www.justmustangs.com.au
Email: russell@justmustangs.com.au

LMCT 9012

Penrite Mustang
Phillip Island
John Wycherley

Bathurst 1000 winner Dave Reynolds got into his new Kelly 
Group Racing’s Mustang for the first time at Phillip Island on 
February 3.  Member John Edgar’s son, James Edgar, was 

invited down by Reynolds to go for a drive with him.

James and I drove down to Phillip Island in our restored 
1968 Mustang Coupe. The red Mustang was by far the best 
looking car in the carpark !

James described his ride in Reynold’s racing Mustang at 
speeds of over 265 kmh as ‘simply unbelievable’
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The first day of 2021 was welcomed in with a cruise in the 
North West of Tasmania by a small group of MOCA members. 
Murray (aka Muzza) plotted the course for the day through 
scenic countryside and winding roads.
The weather was mainly overcast but 
fine on the day with some glimpses of 
sunshine. 4 Mustangs, including 
Warren from south of 'The Capital', left 
the Spreyton Cider Factory car park at 
midday and headed down the Bass 
Highway to Deloraine.

Murray and Vicki led the way with 
Murray navigating and Vicki behind the wheel. Vicki set a good 
pace for our group. Mole Creek by lunchtime was the target.

The Mole Creek Hotel provided an enjoyable lunch as 
always. After lunch the group headed over the hills to 
Sheffield and onto Forth with Vicki leading the way. These 
roads are a joy to drive. We are very lucky in Tasmania. 

A minor technical issue revealed itself as I approached the 
town of Forth. An electronic module had become dislodged 
from under the dash and was hanging in front of my pedals.

A quick temporary measure allowed 
me to drive home for repairs. The rest 
of the Mustangs headed off to Burnie 
via the course plotted by Murray.

After some repairs, Ron and I 
travelled the highway and caught up 
with the group in Burnie. Some 
refreshments were needed at this time

From Burnie we travelled along the coast to the picturesque 
waterfront town of Penguin. A couple of members unable to 
participate in the cruise in the afternoon joined our group 
for a tasty dinner at Penguin’s Neptune Grand Hotel. 

Thank you to all participants including my navigator Ron. 
It was a very pleasant way to spend new years day 2021.

NW Tasmania
New Years Day Cruise 2021
Len van Rossum

TEAM App
MOCA VICTORIA 

DOWNLOAD THE ‘TEAM APP’ 
& STAY UP TO DATE WITH 
ALL THE LATEST CLUB EVENTS.
Smart phone & Tablet Compatible.
NEED HELP?
Contact Tony Borg
via email: mustangclubevents@gmail.com
or phone: 0411 406 768

FOLLOW THESE STEPS
1.  Download ‘TEAM App’ from the 

Apple or Google Play App Store.

2.  Sign up to TEAM App. 
You will be sent an email to 
confirm your registration.

3.  Log into the App and search for  
‘MOCA VICTORIA’.

4.  You DO NOT need to select an 
access group.

5.  If you don’t have a smart phone, 
go to mocavictoria.teamapp.com 
to sign up and view the App 
online.

6. DONE!
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THE BOSS 429 
LAWMAN MUSTANG
Marcus Anghel

The Lawman Mustangs 
represent just about 
everything from the muscle 
car era of the late 1960’s and 
early 1970’s. Its loud, its 
powerful, it has a massive Boss 
429 engine with a huge 
blower, and it has wild 
graphics on the sides boldly 
stating its name….but its 
unique history that surrounds 
the car and that time period 
speaks just as loud. 

To understand the Lawman you need to first step back 
and look at the events that were taking place and what 
convinced Ford to sponsor such a vehicle and the driving 
team they put together. Its truly a one of a kind story and it 
represents today one of the most widely recognized Mustangs 
and probably the most iconic Boss 429 in existence today. 
And with only 829 original miles it is a true time capsule.

Going back to where this started, the driving force behind 
the Lawman Mustang program was a very successful 
Detroit based drag racer named Al Eckstrand. 

Al, who was a corporate lawyer at Chrysler in the 1960’s 
was also an avid drag racer and at the same ….and because 
of his legal background this became the basis for his name 
as the “Lawman” on his cars and the drag strip he visited.

But as much as he enjoyed his day job, his true passion 
was on the weekends as a drag racer where he did 
remarkably well in NHRA holding several records at the 
time in his class. 

At the 1963 NHRA Nationals his car was the first to get 
under a 12 second ¼ mile. His success and background led 
him to a partnership with Chrysler as he campaigned a 
Hemi Charger and big block Barracuda thru the later part of 
the 1960’s. 

In 1966, with the help of Chrysler, Al formed the American 
Commando Drag Team and worked to bring the sport to 
Europe to the famous Santa Pod Raceway in England. 

This drag racing venue opened on Easter 1966 and was 
the first permanent ¼ and 1/8 mile drag strip in Europe. The 
following year this expanded to Sweden and then continued 
drag racing in Europe in 1968 and 1969. Muscle cars and 
racing were in full demand at this time and it was a great 
way to sell and promote them.

In 1970, Al headed up the formation of the Lawman 
Performance Team in full partnership with Ford. The idea 
behind this new team was to bring some of the latest 
Detroit muscle cars to the men and women of the Armed 
Forces who were serving overseas. Chrysler was not keen 
on the idea but Ford picked it up right away. 

This team of cars and drivers would 
help teach driving safety thru 
performance clinics that had 
demonstrations, films, and seminars. 
This was so when the service men 
returned home after a tour of duty 
they would not hurt themselves on the 
roads with all the new horsepower 
that was available in these cars. 

At that time in the late 1960s and 
early 1970s there was still a serious 
problem with an average of 50,000 
fatalities a year on the highways so this would help bring a 
new awareness. It became Al’s mission to teach and 
showcase the new cars of Ford and teach people how to 
drive them and maintain them. It was a great partnership for 
everyone involved.

So on January 14th 1970 in Detroit Michigan the Ford 
Lawman program was officially announced at a press party. 
The names this program would go under would include, The 
United States Motorsports Association, Motor Pool Mustangs, 
United States Performance Team and the 1970 Military 
Performance Tour. 

No matter what the name, the goal was simply the same and 
unchanged. Teach active servicemen stationed overseas how 
to drive these cars in a safe and reasonable fashion. And it was 
also a great way for Ford to take orders for cars that would be 
waiting at their local dealerships when they returned.

Ford teamed up with such major sponsors as Goodyear, 
Motor Wheels, Hurst, Hooker, Sun, B&M and others to create 
six of these cars for the tour. Sponsor names were on the cars 
as well as their equipment. All of the cars were built in 
Dearborn and taken from the Ford assembly line and shipped 
to Roy Steffe Enterprises in Fairhaven Michigan where they 
were modified and converted to what we see here on these 
pages. All of the cars were Cobra Jet powered with the 
exception of two which were a Boss 429s shipped from Kar 
Kraft to Roy Steffe. 

The Boss 429 was built to show not what you could order 
from the dealer but what one of these cars could do in the 
right hands. What emerged was a blown Boss 429 with 
close to 1000HP mated with an automatic transmission. 

A true one of a kind, the car cost about $20,000 at the 
time to build. The cars were shipped to the Pacific bases 
where it is estimated close to 40,000 troops were able to 
see them in 21 seminars in South Vietnam, South Korea, 
Japan and Philippines. 

Of course during that rush to get from one venue to 
another, mistakes and accidents do happen, and it was at 

that point that the first Boss 429 was crushed at a loading 
dock when a container fell on top of it. Al and his team were 
able to work with Ford and the US Air Force to have the 
second Boss 429 immediately flown out to continue the tour. 

Most of the cars never returned back from tour and were 
left behind and destroyed. At the time it was more of an 
expense than it was worth to bring back a used race car to 
the USA that Ford would have trouble selling. 

The exception to this was one Cobra Jet powered Lawman 
and the Boss 429 Lawman which made it back to the USA. 
The Boss 429 Lawman was eventually sold by Ford promotions 
in about 1971 for an undisclosed amount and purchased by 
Dave McCormick and raced in the Detroit area thru the 1970’s.

The car was left in tact for the most part and the only 
change made was to lettering on the side of the car as Ford 
had sold the car without the Lawman name on it and the 
blower was removed. The car was campaigned as the “Blue 
Devil” during this time. 

After Dave passed away the car was sold to one or two 
other owners and eventually back to Al Eckstrand who 
wanted the car back when he returned from living in Europe 
in the early 1990’s. 
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For the engine work Marcus worked with Brian Duffee of 
Glendale Arizona. Again the key to a successful project was 
to keep things as close to home as possible and not send 
anything out of state so the process flowed seamless. 

The engine suffered from a broken valve that probably hit 
the piston at higher rpm due to an outdated valve spring 
that failed. 

The engine build had to look period correct on the 
outside but perform like never before, projecting a safe HP 
without failure… if the situation were ever to arise. 

Retaining the original block and crank, the new build 
consisted of NOS heads that Marcus 
had already acquired.

The heads are full of high quality valves, springs and 
hardware topped of with a set of T&D rocker arm assemblies.

Being forged steel, the factory crank was up to the task. 
The rotating assembly was finished off with Crower 
connecting rods, J-E pistons and Total Seal rings.

All internal fasteners have been upgraded with ARP. The 
valve events are actuated by a custom ground Cam Motion 
camshaft and custom pistons.

Chunks of broken valve tried to make their way through 
the blower like a paper shredder leaving an unusable unit. 
Research indicated the original blower to be a Hampton unit 
with a magnesium housing so Don Hampton who is still in  
business helped with that part. 

   The new 871 blower is aluminum but has been coated to   
       appear as magnesium since Hampton does not supply 
       magnesium blowers anymore because of issues with  
       reaction to aluminum.

Once the engine build was complete it was taken to the 
best dyno shop on the west coast, Westech in Riverside CA. 
The dyno operator, Steve Brule, as always did a great job 
getting the engine in tune. It was a fun atmosphere in the 
dyno control room when we easily got to 900HP with a 
conservative 26 degrees of timing. 

The car was brought back to its former glory and detailed 
and eventually sold after sitting for sale for almost one year 
thru Orlando Mustang. The new owner then sold the car at 
Barrett Jackson auction in 2003 to the one and only Bill 
Goldberg where it has remained for all these years and 
shown on occasion.

Although the Lawman Mustang only has 829 original 
miles on it in 50 years it was time in 2018 to finally take the 
car back to its original glory. 

It was a big decision for Bill to let he car out of his sight 
and undertake such a project but he trusted that Marcus 
Anghel at Anghel Restorations would do it correctly and 
pay attention to all the details and preserve the originality 
to its extreme. 

Marcus specializes 
and only works on 
early Mustangs, 
Shelby’s and Boss 
cars with an eye to 
the ones that truly 
have a good story. 
Not every car fits 
that bill and he turns 
down more than he 
takes in. The car 

was no longer running because the engine had a dropped 
valve that blew apart the top half of the engine. Plus it had 
not always been stored properly. Old race cars were just 
that years ago and not treated as they are today. Until 
recently most of these cars had no value so even with the 
low miles it had its issues to address. 

In order to do this restoration correctly the Mustang was 
completely stripped down to its bare shell. Every single nut, 
bolt, washer and item was meticulously photographed, 
bagged, and stored for reference. 

In many instances certain items were one of a kind and 
could not be lost. In some cases certain items had to be 
copied and reproduced since they were not available any 
other way. One of the many items was the front mounted 
aluminum gas tank (the radiator was relocated in the trunk). 

This particular piece was custom made for the car and 
still original so had to be hand fabricated to match exactly.  
Every weld and every detail was copied with the help of 
master fabricator Tom Brawner. 

For the paint and bodywork Marcus worked with Joe and 
Bretina Perkins at American Tradition in Mesa Arizona.

Although the car did not have your typical rusted out 
quarters and shock towers there were plenty of other issues 
at hand. The underside needed an extraordinary amount of 
time to clean up any and all pitting from the days it sat in 
Michigan. All of this work could only have been done while 
on a rotisserie.

All the door gaps and fender gaps were corrected and to 
duplicate the original paint process the underside had all 
the runs and drips that was typical of Ford 
assembly line and all cars they painted 
during this time. 

The results speak for themselves with the finishing 
touch being the custom pinstripe and lettering done by 
Efrain Gonzales of Bugs Auto Art. Extreme detail was taken 
to exactly measure and copy the lettering and styles used in 
the photos and put back the way it was in 1970. 
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With two additional degrees of timing it was at 950. The 
legendary engine could easily make over 1000hp with a 
couple more pounds of boost and higher RPMs but in the 
interest of safety it was not run past 6500 RPMs.  

Now that the engine and body work was complete it was 
time to put it all back together. The amount of time it took 
to find some of the original pieces or materials was 
overwhelming to a point but fortunately achievable with the 
help of project manager Jim Lumia who had contacts all 
over the country. 

Finding original Goodyear Blue Streak drag racing tires 
that are 50 years old….and…still in good condition… was a 
find of a lifetime. If you think about it who saves drag racing 
tires that many years and doesn’t put them to use. But fate 
was in control. 

The Spyder wheels are another detail that had to be 
addressed so the car looks correct. The Spyder wheels had 
to be machined apart so the aluminum centers could be 
detailed and cleaned, and the steel rims could be 
rechromed. There was no other way. 

The original date coded radiator was still with the car and 
had to be refinished and detailed and custom brackets and 
mounts made so it could be correctly mounted in the trunk 
like it was originally. 

Other details includes restoring the seats with original 
obsolete comfort weave fabric which took months to locate. 

There is so many details and interesting tidbits on this 
build that Marcus created its own website so that people 
could follow along a blog that shows some of the fun and 
interesting facts. Check out www.LawmanMustang.com

To just put the icing on the cake a few other details were 
added to the car. Marcus was approached by Mark Milchak 
and Derek Hall who are both DoD contractors and had been 
watching the progress. They had the idea to reproduce dog 
tags for the car since in essence it served “on tour”. They 
had access to the original machine that made these tags 
and original blanks so there is an exact time period set of 
tags in the car now. 

Another detail was an exact reproduction of the racing 
jacket that Al wore while on tour. Marcus found an original 
NOS Anton jacket as the team wore and had patches made 
and reproduced from the photos. This jacket serves as a 
tribute to the man who made all this happen. 

As so many of us know restoring a car is a way to bring 
back something and preserve a piece of history. In many 
cases its very personal. In the case of the Lawman preserving 
that history is a way to share an experience with many people 
and a point in time we can look back at and better understand. 

Its been 50 years since the mighty Lawman roared down 
the airstrips and aircraft carriers of southeast Asia and 
today its once again ready for duty. Hopefully it can be 
heard and seen soon at some future events. 

Its now ready and roaring for the next 50 years. 
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The Tools
You’ll need a few products to wash and then to decontaminate 

your car’s paintwork. This process is essential and does take 
some time, so be patient. Here are products you are likely to use:

The Tools – Paint decontamination 
1. A pair of gloves to protect your hands.
2. Bowden’s Auto Body Gel Car Wash.
3. 1 x Wash Sponge – Bowden’s Shagtastic Sponge.
4. 1 x Leaf Blower for drying (not shown).
5. 1 x Bowden’s Big Green Sucker.
6. Bowden’s Three Way Spray.
7. Bowden’s Claying Rubber.
8. Bowden’s Flash Prep OR Cleanse & Restore.
9. 1 x Applicator Pad for Cleanse and Restore.
10. 2 x Bowden’s Big Blue Softie Microfibre Cloths.
11. 1 x Bowden’s Drop Bear for final buffing.

1. The Technique: The Perfect Wash
We ALL need to wash and decontaminate our paintwork to 

get the Perfect Shine. Everyone should follow these steps 
before applying any chosen products – no matter what paint 
we have.

1. Wash and dry your car thoroughly

The first step in this process is to thoroughly wash your car 
to remove all loose surface materials. You don’t want to be 
rubbing these into your paintwork as you apply the 
decontamination products a little later.

Use the two-bucket method with Bowden’s Auto Body Gel. 
Other washes, such as Bowden’s Nanolicious, will add a shine 
and a protective layer that we don’t want now. We will use 
specialized products later to achieve a deep and rich shine.

Next, dry your car carefully, and fully, before the application 
of decontamination products. 

When drying, I use a leaf blower first to push water away 
from areas like the roof gutters, door handles, side mirrors, 
headlights, taillights, badges, and especially the grill. Next, use 
a damp Big Green Sucker, or Big Blue Softie, to remove any 
water droplets remaining, one panel at a time.

Let the cloth do the work as you remove any remaining 
water. Once removed, gently buff each panel with a dry Drop 
Bear microfibre cloth. 

Following on from my two previous articles, about caring for 
the clear coat or ceramic-coated paintwork of your car, in this 
episode I’ll be explaining how to achieve the Perfect Shine for 
whatever paint you have on your vehicle so you can be assured 
it is looking its best on show day!

Now, you may think that achieving the Perfect Shine is not that 
hard – just apply polish, wax, and maybe some protection, and all 
will be good! Well, unfortunately if we all take that approach, I 
can assure you, you will NOT achieve the Perfect Shine.

There are a number of questions you must first answer 
before the correct method is chosen for your car to achieve the 
Perfect Shine. For instance, before embarking on applying 
polish, wax, and other products, you must first determine what 
the Perfect Shine means in your circumstances.

Think of this. We all want to achieve a paint surface that 
exhibits purity, clarity, crispness, and perhaps a shine. But these 
goals, and how best to achieve them, must be tempered by 
considerations such as:

• Is my paint single stage paint?
• Is my paint clear-coated only?
• Is my paint white?
• Is my paint black? 
• Is my paint ceramic-coated?
• Do I have a matte, satin or wrap finish?

So, depending upon what type of paint you have, you will 
need to approach achieving the Perfect Shine in different 
ways. If you own a matte or satin-painted car then the Perfect 
Shine does not mean the same as for someone who owns a 
gloss-painted car!

If you know the paint type you have then, after the 
decontamination stage I mention next, you could perhaps 
jump directly to the instructions for your particular paint type 
and skip over the others – if you dare, as you might miss some 
interesting tips!

The Technique: The Perfect Shine 
- Where Do I Start?

Once you have determined what type of paint you have, you will 
be able to choose the correct procedure for achieving the effect 
you are after – purity, clarity, crispness, shine on our paintwork, or 
it could be the deepest glow on your matte paintwork.

Of utmost importance however, is the fact that no matter 
what type of paint you have, you cannot achieve the Perfect 
Shine if you have not washed and decontaminated your 
paintwork beforehand.

Now, I have previously explained in detail, how to wash, 
decontaminate and apply protection. So in this article I will only 
briefly outline these. For more detail, go to Episode 8 – Issue 
April – June (Winter) 2020. This is available on the MOCA 
website – About Us – Roundup Back Issues. Here is the link:

https://vic.mustang.org.au/about-us/roundup-back-issues/

No matter what paint you have we all need to complete the 
following process of washing and decontaminating the 
paintwork:

• Washing and drying.
• Paint decontamination.
• Reapplying paint shine* products, and 
• Reapplying paint protection.

CAR CARE 
Tools, Techniques & Tips
Episode 11 - Achieving the Perfect Shine 
Peter Alderson

The Tools – You might use some of these tools

TIP: Adding an all-in-one product, via your wash 
solution at this early stage, is not the correct way to 
achieve the Perfect Shine. Auto Body Gel, however, is a 
gentle, effective cleanser that is all we need here.

TIP: Do not use After Glow in this step. After Glow adds 
a protective shine to your paint. As we are 
decontaminating and removing all previously applied 
protective layers, we don’t need it just yet -especially if 
you have matte / satin paint or a wrap.

TIP: *Shine – Beware. If your car has a matte, satin or 
wrap finish, shine products will NOT be used, but rather, 
specialized protection products designed for these 
surfaces will be applied.

Wash gently. Use Auto Body Gel and soft sponge

Dry by flooding, leaf blower, damp Big Green Sucker or Big Blue 
Softie. Buff with a Drop Bear

The Perfect Shine*
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2.  The Technique: Decontamination 
– Iron Deposit Removal

With a completely dry car, you are ready to remove 
contamination caused by iron deposits. 

Every car will benefit from iron deposit removal prior to the 
application of shine products. In addition to iron deposits this 
decontamination process will remove embedded elements 
such as tough road grime, tar, iron particles from brake pads 
and disks, as well as carbon and oil particles from exhausts. 
These all contribute to making the paintwork rough and dull. If 
not completely removed, prior to adding your shine products, 
you will be locking in these imperfections, and it will be harder 
for you to achieve the Perfect Shine. Specialised products will 
be used in Step 3 later to remove embedded wax, shine 
enhancers, and protectants.

1. Treat with Bowden’s Three Way

Spray Three Way onto one section at a time and let it dwell 
for 60 seconds. Purple streaks indicate contamination on the 
surface as iron particles react with the Three Way. The particles 
now dissolve and lift from the paint.

Next, spray your Bowden’s Claying Rubber and gently rub 
over the area being treated. Use straight lines up and down, 
then side to side.

As contaminants are removed, the Claying Rubber glides 
smoothly – contamination removed. If there are no purple 
streaks then there is no contamination so wash and move to 
the next section. Otherwise, let the surface sit for another 

minute. Rinse off, then spray a small section again with Three 
Way, and let it dwell for 60 seconds. When there are no purple 
streaks, then decontaminated is complete. If purple streaks 
show, repeat the process.

Rinse and wash with Auto Body Gel, then move to the next 
section and treat it. Give a final rinse off. Move to the next 
section and repeat until the entire car has been successfully 
decontaminated.

2. Wash and dry the entire car

Wash and dry the entire car one final time to ensure all Three 
Way* has been removed. Use Auto Body Gel with the two-

bucket method. Dry thoroughly.

3.  The Technique: Decontamination 
- Previous Product Removal

The next stage towards achieving the Perfect Shine is to 
completely remove the built up, previously applied, deeply 
embedded products – polish, glaze, wax, and sealants. Once 
these are totally removed, your paintwork will be ready for the 
reapplication of the most appropriate products for your paint 
so you can have the Perfect Shine once again.

For single stage paint, and clear coat only paintwork, you will 
use Bowden’s Cleanse and Restore. For ceramic-coated paint 
use Flash Prep.

1. Single Stage Paint /Clear Coat

Choose this method if your car has single stage paint or clear 
coat only. If you have a ceramic coat, then jump to the next 
section.

Single stage paint, and clear coat paint can appear dull when 
compared to paint with a ceramic coat. Paint Cleanse and 
Restore is your best product here. This product uses a chemical 
formula, not abrasives, to perform a deep clean, removing 
unwanted products without removing a layer of paint, as a 
polish would do, so there will be no abrasion. Old products, dull 
spots, oxidation, and water spots will be removed. Your 
paintwork will be left smooth, clean, fresh, and vibrant. 

Here is how to use Paint Cleanse and Restore:

1.  Park in the shade or a garage away from direct sunlight 
and wind.

2.  Spread and smooth Paint Cleanse and Restore onto your 
applicator pad.

3.  Use gentle circles following a straight line along, then work 
back across, your chosen panel. 

4.  Do not wait. Use a Big Blue Softie, and with its short pile 
side, remove the Cleanse and Restore.

CAR CARE Tools, Techniques & Tips 
Episode 11 - Achieving the Perfect Shine 5.  Perform a final buff with another dry Big Blue Softie using 

the long pile side.

6. Ensure all Cleanse and Restore is removed.

7. Move to the next section and repeat 2 to 6. Done!

 2. Ceramic-coated paint

Choose this method if you know your car has a ceramic coat. 
Do not be tempted to use a polish or Paint Cleanse and 
Restore on a ceramic-coated car.  

For a ceramic coat Bowden’s Flash Prep will be your product 
of choice for deep cleaning. You definitely don’t want to be 
chemically affecting your ceramic coat with Cleanse and 
Restore, or grinding it away with a polish. 

Flash Prep has a multi-alcohol formula that will not harm a 
ceramic coating. It removes embedded wax, glaze, sealants, oil 
or silicone products previously applied to your paintwork. 
Remember, these were not removed by the wash, or the Three 
Way surface cleaning process.

Here is how to use Flash Prep:

1.  Park in the shade or a garage away from direct sunlight 
and wind.

2. Liberally spray Flash Prep over a panel section.

3.  With a Big Blue Softie’s short pile side spread the solution 
over the area. Use gentle circles following a straight line 
along, then work back across, the panel to perform the 
deep clean. Do not wait.

4.  Immediately use a second dry Big Blue Softie and, with its 
short pile side, remove Flash Prep. 

5.  Once removed, perform a final buff with the long pile side 
of a third, dry Big Blue Softie. 

6. Move to the next section and repeat 2 to 5. Done!

Having cleaned your car with washing, removing iron 
deposits and eliminating previously applied products with 
Cleanse and Restore, OR Flash Prep, you’re ready to apply 
products for the Perfect Shine.

Now, be sure to read the most appropriate section for your 
car’s paintwork in the following sections. Depending on the 
type of paint you have you will follow a different procedure. 
Select the appropriate choice below for your car’s paint type 
– Single Stage Paint / Clear-Coated Colour Paint, OR Ceramic-
Coated Colour Paint, OR White paint, OR Black paint, OR 
Matte/Satin paint and wraps.

The Technique: Adding Shine for 
Single Stage/Clear Coat Paint

Your emphasis with single stage / clear coat paint is to 
restore its lustre, smoothness and shine. I have added clear 
coat here, as a clear coat is just a clear paint after all. More than 
likely it has slight or even moderate oxidation – deterioration of 
the paintwork due to the actions of UV, weathering, and 
environmental hazards. All of these leave marks, scatter light, 
and lead to overall dullness of the paint.

1. Polish if needed

If your single stage/clear coat paint is well looked after, with 
its original or a new paint job, you don't need to use a polish.

This is because the abrasives in most polishes will strip off a 
very fine layer of paint exposing a new layer underneath.

Depending on how many layers of paint/clear coat there are, 
you certainly do not want to be polishing too frequently 
otherwise that paint will quickly wear off showing the 
underlying primer or bare metal.

However, if it is horrible, a polish will be necessary in order to 
remove scratches, oxidation, and to leave a smooth surface.

So, if you consider a polish is needed you can use whatever 
polish you prefer and feel comfortable using.

Bowden’s does not make an abrasive polish but there are 
plenty of others on the market. I would choose one that does 
not leave white deposits, so read the labels carefully, and follow 
their instructions. 

TIP: It is important to keep untreated areas DRY before 
they are treated. So, start with a mudguard, then a door, 
working your way around the car. Finish by treating the 
boot and finally the bonnet then roof. This way, untreated 
areas stay dry for when they are treated. Wash each 
panel after treating, then wash and dry the entire car 
again. Use Auto Body Gel for these washing stages.

TIP: *Three Way has a thick viscosity. Every trace of the 
product must be removed so it does not interfere with 
the final preparation stage of Paint Cleanse and Restore, 
OR the Flash Prep process, and certainly, before we 
apply any shine products.

TIP: Flash Prep can clean plastic, rubber, alloy, chrome, 
and glass using the same procedure. Seal plastic and 
rubber again with Vinyl Revival.

TIP: The chemicals in Cleanse and Restore can, over time, 
break down and remove a ceramic coat. Likewise, any 
polish, with its inbuilt abrasives, may actually scratch the 
ceramic coat as abrasives are designed to use an 
abrading, or grinding, action to remove a layer of paint 
with their harsh action.

Three Way. Spread with Claying Rubber.  
Purple streaks - iron lifted from paint surface*

Spread Cleanse and Restore onto pad first

 Spray, spread, wipe off Flash Prep before buffing*
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Gently does it though. Proceed with caution. Try to choose 
one that is NOT a multi-job solution. Your paint is already clean 
so just a straight polish is all that you will need.

2. Wax for warmth and depth of colour

Imperfections remedied, you can add wax. For the Perfect 
Shine use Carnauba Wax. Bowden’s has two types – Lazy Wax, 
a quick Carnauba Spray Wax, and Carnauba Body Wax, a 
cream wax.

For single stage / clear coat paint use Carnauba Body Wax. It is 
thicker and offers greater protection to single stage / clear coat 
paints. If your time is precious, you could use Lazy Wax. It is much 
easier to apply and remove, and gives excellent results. A whole 
car can be waxed, and buffed, in around 30 minutes or less.

If you choose a different wax, be sure it doesn’t contain a 
cleaning action – abrasives. You just want a pure wax. Always 
opt for Carnauba, as it is the best there is, because of its optical 
brilliance. Its flat flake composition means it reflects light in 
straight lines, giving the best shine possible, compared to 
synthetic waxes that do not – they scatter the light.

 

Here is how to wax your paintwork:

1.  Park in the shade or a garage away from direct sunlight 
and wind.

2.  Spread and smooth Carnauba Body Wax evenly onto your 
applicator pad.

3.  Use slow, gentle circles following a straight line along, then 
work back across, your chosen panel. 

4.  Use a gentle pressure. You do not want a heavy application 
of wax, as less is best. A light layer is all you need. Thicker 
is harder to remove!

5. Wait for a light haze to appear. 

6.  Use the short pile side of a Big Blue Softie to remove the 
product, and leave a beautiful shine.

7. Ensure all product has been removed.

8.  Now use the long pile side of another Big Blue Softie to do 
a final buff. 

9. Move to the next section and repeat 2 to 8. Done!

3. Adding smoothness – Fully Slick

Now your paintwork is waxed we’ll lock in that shine with a 
synthetic protection. Wax, being a natural product does a 
great job at giving a shine, but that will wear off quickly if not 
protected. Bowden’s Fully Slick is the product that will give 
extra depth, a very smooth surface, a UV barrier, and lengthy 
protection. 

Here is how to add Fully Slick to your paintwork:

1.  Park in the shade or a garage away from direct sunlight 
and wind.

2. Spray Fully Slick onto the short pile side of a Big Blue Softie.

3.  Apply in straight lines, with a gentle pressure, working over 
the chosen area with the short pile side of a Big Blue Softie.

4. Remove with the short pile of a Big Blue Softie.

5. Check all product is removed – no haze visible.

6.  Now use the long pile side of another Big Blue Softie, or 
Drop Bear, to do a final buff. 

7. Move to the next section and repeat 2 to 6. Done!

 

CAR CARE Tools, Techniques & Tips 
Episode 11 - Achieving the Perfect Shine 4. Adding antistatic protection – After Glow

Now your paintwork is ready for the final application of 
protection. After Glow will add extra smoothness. 

Most importantly it will lock in all layers below it by adding 
a sealant layer. 

I like using After Glow as it adds a strong antistatic layer 
of protection as well. This seals the surface, enhances 
hydrophobicity, and smoothness. 

Here is how to add After Glow to your paintwork:

1.  Park in the shade or a garage away from direct sunlight 
and wind.

2.  Spray a dampened Big Blue Softie’s short pile side, or 
Big Green Sucker, with 4 to 6 sprays.

3.  Gently wipe your cloth along the surface then back to 
the start.

4. Wait about 30 seconds for a slight haze to show.

5. Remove with the long pile of a Big Blue Softie.

6. Buff with a Drop Bear.

7. Check and buff again if any haze remains. 

8. Move to the next section and repeat 2 to 7. Done!

The Technique: Adding Shine For 
White Painted Cars

If your car has white paint, you too can achieve a deep, rich 
finish with a high gloss. Compared to a darker coloured car 
however, the amount of reflection – highlights and deep darker 
tones, will not be achieved. This means a different emphasis is 
needed to really make the white stand out from the crowd.

Over time, environmental contaminants and products can 
make a white car dull and yellowish. This is the first area to 
address in making the white paint really pop. After this, a 
careful selection of products will help achieve the Perfect Shine.

You should have already followed all of the paint 
decontamination steps for Single Stage / Clear Coat paint 
using Paint Cleanse and Restore, OR the Ceramic Coat steps 
using Flash Prep, depending on your cars paint surface. Before 
waxing, read and consider the following.

1. Glaze if needed

If you notice slight scratches or swirls on your white paint 
then it is these that can contribute to making the paint look dull 

Glaze is a vital step, especially for white cars. Scratchy, white 
paint will not look as brilliant or shiny as it could. In order to 
enhance shine, these tiny scratches and swirls must be 
removed. The more light you can have being reflected in 
straight lines the greater the shine your car will have.

Glaze is applied before wax and sealants. It will help hide 
imperfections such as scratches and swirls.

Now, there are two types of glaze. One will contain abrasives, 
for cleaning with a micro-cutting action, and fillers. Meguiar's 
#7 Show Car Glaze is a good place to start. It does contain an 
abrasive, so take care, as it will wear away your paint layers over 
time. Use a thin layer only as white residue can be left behind 
requiring further cleanup and buffing.

Those containing abrasives will help remove light swirls and 
scratches, and in doing so will wear away the clear coat or 
single stage paint. You do NOT want to use these on a 
ceramic-coated car, as the coating will be damaged, reducing 
the effectiveness and longevity of the coating. Remember, it is 
by cutting that a ceramic coat is removed!

There are glazes that contain no abrasives but fillers only, 
and some may contain a wax for shine enhancement. Read the 
labels very carefully. A good place to start here is Auto Finesse 
Ultra Glaze.

All glazes contain fillers that will hide, or mask, swirls and 
light scratches allowing light to reflect more evenly off the 
paint with more of it shining into the eyes of the observer – it 
will look brighter and more shiny – just right for a car show!

Flakes of Carnauba Wax reflect light the best*

Carnauba Body Wax and application tools*

Drag slowly to apply After Glow leaving a haze

Application of Fully Slick for protection

TIP: If you still see a haze after buffing, it means your 
cloth is not dry enough. Grab a new, dry Big Blue Softie, 
long pile side, or a Drop Bear.

TIP: Scratches and swirls cause the light on a white car to 
bounce in different directions, rather than in one straight 
line, causing less reflected light reaching the eye of the 
observer.
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2. Wax for shine and depth

As with coloured paint, wax brings added shine and depth to 
colour. Now, there is not much colour in white paint, although 
most white cars do have a tiny touch of colour added to pure 
white. That’s why all white cars don’t look exactly the same.

Some people say their white car has a warm appearance 
– yellow added, or it looks to be a cool, icy white – blue added. 
No matter what hue of white your car is, wax will help it reflect 
more light (remember the observers?), it will be smoother, and 
have more depth. Those white paints with a metallic embedded 
will sparkle!

Don’t go running to Autobarn or Supercheap Auto to 
purchase specialty wax for white cars. There may be plenty on 
offer, but they don’t contain any magic ingredient that makes 
white more white and shiny. They only exist for marketing 
reasons. Some may in fact contain solvents and abrasives to 
remove previously applied products, along with swirls, as they 
add wax at the same time. These are called ‘cleaner waxes’ and 
I would avoid them.

I prefer to use specialized products that do one job only. 
Stick to the washing, decontamination, claying, glazing, and 
waxing as I have outlined – each with its own specialized 
products and tools.

So, what wax to use? I always recommend using Carnauba 
Wax. Buy whatever brand you choose but be sure it is does not 
contain abrasives – just Carnauba Wax. You have already done 
your decontamination, and claying, and possibly added glaze. 
No need for more cleaning or filling!

Paste, or liquid, is your next choice. If it is a paste it is more 
likely to contain abrasives – check. These will make it thicker, 
harder to apply, and harder to remove. Be sparing, and apply a 
thin coat only, otherwise you’ll make your task much harder. 

A liquid, or spray, will be easier to apply, quicker to remove, 
and will not leave white residue on rubber trim. Again though, 
do not use too much spray. It will be harder to remove 
completely. Be sparing.

Carnauba, with its flat flake and optical brilliance, will lift 
white paint to the next level of depth and shine. Follow the 
procedures on your product or follow the procedures I have 
outlined above under Adding Shine for Single Stage/Clear 
Coat paint in Step 2 - Here is how to wax your paintwork.

Finally, add hydrophobicity and lock in the shine with 
protection. Fully Slick and After Glow could be added to allow 
water to be repelled easily, and to add the antistatic protection 
needed to keep the surface as free from dust before a car 
show. Nothing new here. Just follow Steps 3 and 4 above 
under Adding Shine for Single Stage/Clear Coat paint.

 

The Technique: Adding Shine For 
Black Painted Cars

Owners of black painted cars can face a challenge keeping 
their paintwork clean, crisp, and free from dust and scratches. 
However, it is not too difficult to get on top of these, and present 
a car that absolutely screams with a deep, attractive glow. 

Compared to coloured cars, there are some tricks you can 
employ that will certainly help give your black paintwork 
added sparkle that can otherwise get lost in poorly maintained 
black paint. This means a different emphasis is needed to really 
make the black stand out from the crowd.

Black cars can look muddy, and dull due to contaminants, a 
build up of products, and especially fine scratches that can 
appear to be quite visible against the black. These fine 
scratches scatter the light, rob the black of its depth, and 
reduce overall shine. The fine scratches, and other blemishes 
are what can make black paint more difficult to achieve the 
clear Perfect Shine we desire. 

 

For your first steps you should have washed your car and 
then followed the paint decontamination process outlined 
initially. You should have followed the Single Stage / Clear Coat 
procedures using Paint Cleanse and Restore, OR the Ceramic 
Coat procedures using Flash Prep, depending on the paint 
surface treatment of your car.

Removing or minimizing the scratches is of utmost 
importance as explained above. There are three methods you 
can use to do this.

1. Use Black Color Magic
Turtle Wax Colour Magic Jet Black Wax is a quick and 

inexpensive way to temporarily hide scratches on black 
paintwork. Use a microfibre applicator pad to apply Colour 
Magic. Follow the pack’s procedures.

This product has a tinted colour embedded within the 
Carnauba Wax and it is this colour, along with the wax, that 
deposit into minor scratches and blends them into the colour 
of the paintwork. It comes in a range of colours so it may be 
suitable for a variety of cars depending on the colour you have, 
and the degree of correction you want to apply to the 
scratches. Autobarn and Supercheap sell this.

Follow the instructions on the bottle or check my detailed 
explanation in Episode 3  - Issue January – March (Autumn) 
2019 - Protecting Exterior Surfaces of the Mustang Roundup 
Magazine available on the MOCA website – About Us – 
Roundup Back Issues. Here is the link:

https://vic.mustang.org.au/about-us/roundup-back-issues/

2. Glaze with filler
You can choose to add this as a second step in hiding the 

scratches OR choose to do this as the first step if the scratches 
are not too noticeable. 

There are two types of glaze you could use. The first is a 
glaze containing fine polishing ingredients. Meguiar's #7 Show 
Car Glaze is a good place to start. It does contain an abrasive 
so take care. Remember that this will remove a microscopic 
layer of paint to even out the paint and scratches into a 
smoother, less scratched surface, so use it sparingly.

The second type is non-abrasive and contains fillers alone. 
This is probably the preferred method of minimizing scratches, 
as it is non-destructive to the painted surface. If you prefer to 
use a non-abrasive glaze than try Auto Finesse Ultra Glaze.

3. Professionally polished
This is the most extreme measure you can take to rectify a 

scratched black paint surface. If this is where you are heading, 
then I suggest you obtain quotes from various professional 
paint detailers. Let them know what type of paint you have on 
your car - whether it has clear coat, or a ceramic coat. Either 
way, you will be machine buffing the car, and a thin layer of 
paint will be removed. Choose carefully. You will be rewarded 
with a paint job that lacks scratches so enabling you to care for 
it in the future with regular washing, decontamination and 
protection regimes.

Now it is time to apply protection as I have outlined in the 
procedures for other colours. If you have added Turtle Wax 
Black Colour Magic then as it contains Carnauba Wax, there is 
no need to add further wax. 

Add hydrophobicity and lock in the shine with protection. 
Fully Slick can be added to have water repelled easily. After 
Glow will add an antistatic protection needed to keep the 
surface free from dust before a car show. 

There is nothing new here. Just follow Steps 3 and 4 above 
under Adding Shine for Single Stage/Clear Coat paint.

The Technique: Adding Shine For 
Ceramic-Coated Paint

The very nature of a ceramic coat is that it is NOT paint. It is 
an impenetrable, protective coating on top of and within your 
paint. The properties of hardness and shine mean a ceramic-
coated car will rarely have scratches, and it is glossy. This 
means polish and wax will not be necessary to achieve a 
Perfect Shine.

However, I have a ceramic coat and for show days I do apply 
Lazy Wax, Fully Slick and After Glow. Why? Well, I appreciate 
the extra warmth and depth of colour Lazy Wax adds to any 
dark coloured paint. I lock this in with Fully Slick, which also 
adds its own element of smoothness. 

Finally, I like the antistatic quality of After Glow - anything to 
help eliminate dust from being attracted to the paintwork at 
the car show. 

I understand though, that adding these will have a short life 
span of operation. They cannot bond with the ceramic coat 
and will be pretty much washed off with my next car wash. 
But, they do their job of helping me achieve the Perfect Shine 
on show day!

So, if you also have a ceramic coat, it is your choice. Spend a 
few hours adding product or just go with what you have with 
the qualities offered by a ceramic coat. If you choose to add 
product then follow Steps 2 – 4 listed above under – Adding 
Shine for Single Stage and Clear Coat paint. Omit Step 1.

What if you have swirls and light scratches on your ceramic-
coated paint? Over time these can occur, as regular washing 
will inevitably introduce these to the paint. Glaze you say! 
Actually, no! You do not glaze a ceramic-coated car.

There are a number of reasons why you should NOT glaze 
ceramic coats. First, a glaze may contain an abrasive. This may 
smooth the paint, and minimize scratches, but it degrades the 
surface. Secondly, the solvents in a glaze will eat away at the 
ceramic coat thereby shortening its life, and this is the most 
important reason to not use it.

The Technique: Adding Shine For 
Matte/Satin Or Wrapped Paint?

Do you really want to shine your matte/satin or wrapped 
paint? You have matte, or satin, or a wrap for a completely 
different look, and certainly not a shine. So, here you will be 
after a totally different effect – a soft, flat look.

Matte/satin paint and wraps are more sensitive to pollutants 
than regular paint, clear coat or ceramic coatings. Pollutant 
fallout, water spotting, dirt and dust, bird droppings, and insect 
collisions all present potential damage to these surfaces. 

They can become badly marked and degraded quickly if not 
dealt with ASAP. Even just rinsing with water, as soon as you 
can, will help keep these paints and wraps in good order.

CAR CARE Tools, Techniques & Tips 
Episode 11 - Achieving the Perfect Shine 

Correctly treated white cars can really sparkle

Scratches make black look faded and grey compared with deep 
and rich when treated*
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However, there are other special requirements you need to 
follow in order to keep these special paint treatments looking 
their best. You will probably have spoken to your dealer, or 
installer about their care, so be guided by their advice. 

What follows is a guide to regular maintenance you will need 
to perform to keep these special paints looking as good as new.

Regular maintenance is the key

A regular maintenance regime is all that is needed. However, 
there are some strict Do’s and Don’ts.

The Do’s for Matte Satin/Wraps

1.  These finishes are delicate so always be gentle and use 
soft microfibre cloths – always.

2.  Wash regularly - by hand only.

3.  Use a matte body wash – no shine or protectants added 
– use Auto Body Wash – no wax or shine.

4.  Check wash mitt and microfibre cloths for contaminants 
and remove before use.

5.  For hard to remove bugs or contaminants use Auto Body 
Gel straight from the bottle – soak, soak, and dab clean – 
do not rub aggressively.

6.   You can use Bowden’s Three Way to remove iron deposits 
if needed. Follow the instructions above under: 
Decontamination – Iron Deposit Removal.

7.  If removing iron deposits use Bowden’s Claying Rubber, 
press gently and use loads of lubrication – soapy Auto 
Body Wash. Rinse the Claying Rubber frequently to 
remove contamination.

8.  Use a leaf blower to dry the surface.

9.  Finish drying with a damp Big Blue Softie – long pile side. 
Buff with a Drop Bear microfibre.

10.  Add specialized protectant to seal and protect from UV 
and contaminants. I recommend Chemical Guys Jetseal 
Matte Sealant and Paint Protectant. In Australia order this 
from:

 Contact: sales@chemguys.com.au
 Mobile: 0438 196 002
 Web: www.chemguys.com.au

11.  Between washes remove dust and minor marks by using 
Chemical Guys Matte Detailer and Spray Sealant. 
Order as above.

The Don’ts for Matte / Satin / Wraps
1.  No polish, glaze, or wax as they add shine. No ceramic 

coats, unless matte specific.

2.  No cleaning solvents, tar / insect removers. Wash with 
Auto Body Gel – soak, and soak again, OR use Bowden’s 
Orange Agent.

3. No stickers as the glues can damage paint.

4.  No electric buffers, or polish machines, as they mark the 
paint, smooth it, and will add shine.

5.  No automatic car washes – scratches and the cleaning 
chemicals they use can harm the paint.

6.  No touch free automatic car wash – wax and sealants are 
still in the system - oops!

7.  No quick detail sprays – they add shine.

8.  No wash mitt, terry towel, cotton, or paper towel as they 
scratch. Only soft microfibre please.

The Tips – The Perfect Shine
1.  The Perfect Shine will mean different things depending 

upon your paint type.

2.  A correct wash and paint decontamination is an essential 
first step towards the Perfect Shine.

3.  Wash using Auto Body Gel – a wash that does NOT add a 
shine. Shine will be added later.

4.  Do NOT use After Glow to dry your car. This adds shine 
that is NOT wanted before decontamination.

5.  Use Bowden’s Three Way and Claying Rubber to rid 
paintwork of iron deposits.

6. Wash car after claying with Auto Body Gel.

7.  Decontaminate single stage / clear coat paint from 
previous product application using Bowden’s Paint 
Cleanse and Restore.

8.  Decontaminate ceramic-coated paint by using Bowden’s 
Flash Prep.

9.  Single stage/clear coat paint can be polished, if needed, to 
remove scratches, and give a smooth, oxidation free surface.

10.  Adding glaze is a vital step for white cars. It hides 
scratches, and increases shine. Add before wax.

11.  Use Turtle Wax Black Color Magic, or glaze filler, for black 
cars with scratches, before adding other protection products.

12.  NEVER glaze a ceramic-coated car – abrasives and / or 
solvents may damage the coating.

13.  Add a Carnauba Wax for warmth, depth and smoothness, 
and a bright shine. Choose a cream or spray as needed.

14. Add Fully Slick for smoothness and protection.

15.  Add After Glow for antistatic protection, and to lock in 
previous layers.

16.  For matte/satin/wrapped paint use Auto Body Gel only, 
very soft microfibre cloths, and seal with specifically 
formulated products as outlined.

* Images sourced from the Internet.

What’s up next?
It’s time to show off your car at the next car show – but wait; 

your car needs to be prepped on site so it looks immaculate. 
Driving there – guess what - it did attract dust, there is brake 
dust on your rims, and of course, there was a puddle at the 
display entry point; and, AHHH! It’s just started to rain! 

So, in the next episode I will share my secrets to onsite car 
show prep outlining my tools, techniques and tricks so you too 
can have the cleanest car there!

Happy Cleaning!

BONUS SECTION
BONUS #7

Now, for the Ultimate Shine!
To this point you are probably wondering – what is new and 

different here? I’ve washed, cleaned and put products on my 
car before and it looks great. Yes, I agree but this is just the 
start. You may have the Perfect Shine in your eyes, but is it the 
Ultimate Shine that everyone notices amongst all the other 
cars at the car show? Read on to discover the secrets to 
achieving what others will say is the Ultimate Shine and you will 
blow everyone away!

Tips - Achieving the Ultimate Shine

We should all know by now that the Ultimate Shine, or gloss, 
comes from reflection. Reflection comes from a flat surface – 
like glass. Any imperfections, including scratches, cause the 
light to bounce in multiple directions, giving a non-uniform 
appearance resulting in less reflection and shine. 

So, follow these tips to ensure your paintwork is as smooth 
and reflective as possible:

1. Car washed, waxed and protected as per above.

2.  Use glaze to fill scratches to give a smooth surface, or buff 
only for a ceramic-coated car.

3.  Choose natural wax over synthetic wax. Carnauba Wax is 
natural and its structure reflects light in straight lines. 
Synthetic wax reflects in multiple directions - occluding, or 
clouding, shine.

4.  VIP – Apply all products in straight lines front to back – not 
sideways and NOT circles. Following this direction of 
airflow enhances reflectivity.

5.  Optimize clarity and transparency of wax. Do not apply 
multiple layers. Use a thin coat only. Multiple layers 
increase thickness and density. Refraction, or bending, of 
light occurs when light passes through multiple layers. 
Multiple layers of wax increase its density leading to an 
opaque appearance negatively affecting clarity and shine.

6.  Increase contrast on your car to make shiny areas appear 
shinier. Treat black trim with products to enhance their 
blackness. Use Bowden’s Vinyl Revival for rubber trim, and 
Tyre Sheen for tyres. Any faded plastic components, like a 
grill, can be treated with Vinyl Revival or, if really faded, 
Bowden’s Mr. Black.

7.  At the car show choose to park your car in the sun rather 
than the shade.

 

 

CAR CARE Tools, Techniques & Tips 
Episode 11 - Achieving the Perfect Shine 

Matte cars require special care to look their best

Sun equals Shine. Shade equals no Shine

TIP: Did you know? Matte / satin finishes are made of a 
matte clear coat. Instead of it being glossy, it contains 
larger particles that give a more blobby or rougher surface 
that reflects light in a multitude of directions thereby 
eliminating any gloss normally associated with a clear coat.

So you've worked out an easy way to install those 
65/66 Quarter Vent Weather Strips or you found 
|a new cleaning product that makes life easy at 

the car shows....or if you have any Resto/Tech Tip 
you would like to share in the Club Mag...

...don't be shy..send them in to:

colinmustangroundup@gmail.com

TECH
TIPS
TECH
 TIPS
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JANUARY 2021
CLUB MEETING
Wednesday 20th January 2021
The Reggio Calabria Club, Parkville VICTORIA

HELLO TO 2021: Warwick Dowsley

W.DOWSLEY gave the meeting a big hello to 2021.
Gave information about an article he had been reading about the Steve 
McQUEEN Bullitt valued at $5 Mill dollars. He likened it to the values of his 
own car and how much that might be worth now.
Warwick thanked the President for his hard work and welcomed him to a 
year hopefully away from Covid.

MUSTANG MOTORSPORT: Craig Dean

Craig spoke of the new RS3 Roush Mustang with its 750 Hp power.  
MMS were supplying Carroll SHELBY Editions to customers.
The Super Snake truck was driven into the meeting and worth $200K.  
Anyone wanting a look was welcome to. The MMS Track Day was last 
Saturday with 50 cars attending. There were restrictions on spectators due 
to Covid but some Youtube videos are available for anyone wanting a look.

BOSS REGISTRY: Andre Stoffers

Andre advised the meeting that all should try to get to a track day. 

That there had been a lot of interstate interest on 69/70 and ’71 cars.  He 
explained that there was some interest due to people having time at home 
to do research on the cars. There was a few for sale and that some needed 
a lot of work . Prices ranged from 80 K upwards.

CONCOURS: Adam Richmond 

Had been scheduled for this year.  Date was to be announced.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PRESIDENTS MESSAGE: Ian Collins

Ian explained our current year of missing the club activities and what a 
year 2020 had been.  He gave the story about how normal it was now to 
be able to walk into a bank with a mask on without anyone saying a thing.  
He told everyone that we should be out enjoying our cars and having some 
fun.  He also explained that those that had entered their cars into the G.P 
last year would be invited again for the car show.

THANK YOU: Carlo Reggio Club

Carlo was called up the front and thanked for his control and cooking of 
meals for the past 2 years at the venue. He had been fantastic and we were 
likely to see him at any future functions at Burwood. 

He had been a pleasure to deal with. He was presented with a club jacket, 
cup, stubby holders and club stationary as a gift from the club.  He gave a 
small speech from himself and wife and invited all to his restaurant at 298 
Burwood Hwy, Burwood.

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GENERAL BUSINESS

Peter WELSH asked about the winner of the car from South Australia.
Ian announced that it was a South Australian that won it and that they 
have joined MOCA in S.A.  Details were on their site.

Adam explained that each state had scored $6500 for the selling of tickets 
and that it ended $42 K in front.

TASMANIA TRIP

De explained that there was currently 29 cars attending with 57 members.  
The trip included visits to golf course/ Launceston/ Cradle Mountain, West 
Coast arriving back on Monday the 15th. 

There were Covid plans in place.  Permits were required in Tasmania and 
for returns.  If the trip was cancelled there was only a loss of $60 to 
members.  If anyone else wished to attend to please see herself or Neil.  
Some 50 % of those attending hadn’t done the trip before.

I.COLLINS thanked them both for the hard work in setting it all up.

BUY, SWAP & SELL

A member needed a clutch repair to a vehicle fitted to a Top Loader. 

K.HARRISON had information for them on a supplier, Trade Brake and 
Clutch in Princes Hwy, Springvale.

I.C may have sold his ’73 convertible.

Ian JOG|HNSON wanted a 2017 coupe not in red colour.

RAFFLES

Door prize  1:18   ’68 Model    Well done to Harley KAIRN.

Various winners of the raffle won prizes

Mug of the month went to Lino AVELINO.

Lucky Members Draw – February  $600.00

Sorry, but 3181, Gordon HOCKING was not at the meeting and not able to 
claim the prize.

Next meeting moves to $700.00

Remember:  You need to be in attendance to win it.

Announcement of Well Done to Shaun PROCTOR of the arrival of baby.

Ian reminded those attending the Australia Day celebrations that there is  
a charge for non members.

Next meeting when held will be AGM meeting for last year. 

Confirmation of committee, Update of constitution.

Current committee will stand for next 3 months.

Further AGM in July. 

MEETING CLOSED

9.46 pm   Minutes recorded by C.McKENZIE 

NEXT MEETING

Pending Covid @ Moonee Valley Race Club Bistro

Meeting opened  8:34 pm   By the President, Mr Ian Collins.
Set up – sign and trophy stand and merchandise from basement storage 
prep. room

APOLOGIES 
(as per sign on book)

MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING

The Minutes of the previous meeting held in February 2020 were read and 
confirmed. 

Moved: B.BOLTON   Seconded:  J.B.SPARROW    

TREASURERS REPORT  *figures subject to audit

TOTAL FUNDS AVAILABLE - FEBRUARY 2020  $361,474.83
Not available at time of recording

Mov. R.MacINTOSH  Sec.  K.HARRISON

SECRETARY’S REPORT  

From  10/1/2021 Incoming
Alistair SHAW Club permit enquiry
Frank MIRABETO Club permit enquiry
Chris INIFER Has sold car and withdrawing from club
Karen and Ian Thanks for replying to request.
Geoff GRACE Thanks for CPS and welfare update.
Lizzy izzy.elhan@gmail.com  Selling custom 
plates
Wayne BEZINA Club permit enquiry
Sarah’s Flowers Statement/Receipt – Welfare Phil ROWAN
Glen PORTER New member/ do members drive to 
meetings
Iain ROSS  AOMC Wishing to contact R.MINOGUE
Shane COWMAN Advice re: COVID and meetings
Peter WOOD Advice re: COVID and meetings
N & K DUTVESTYN  Apology for next meeting
Kirsten SANDERS Club permit enquiry
Ron MINOGUE Saving the world article
Tina CORAN Looking to buy Mustang
Carol STEVENS Looking for member in Ballarat for taking 11 
yr old boy for a drive in a Mustang for his birthday. 
 Ballarat – Garry TAYLOR
Glen SEWELL Looking to purchase Mustang
Daniel GORGIESKI Motor Sport Australia affiliation received.
Rob TINI 2019 Bullet purchased
 Beverley THOMPSON Purchase order for name tags.
James EVERITT Club Permit Enquiry
Maurice FROGLEY Club Permit Enquiry

NEW MEMBERS
3500 SHEEHAN MICHAEL 7330 18 GT BLACK
3501 PERERA PRADEEP 3804 66 COUPE RED
3502 SEMERTZIDIS JOHN 3029 66 ORANGE
3503 SEELEY ROB 3121 20 FN VELOCITY BLUE
3504 SPITERI TERRY 3340 68 GREEN
3505 BOWLBY BRUCE 3108 20 GT F/B RUBY RED
3506 COURTNEY JACK 3977 17 GT MAG BLACK
3507 SPRACKMAN ROB 3095 66 CONV CREAM
3508 DENTON ALAN 3206 13 CONV DEEP BLUE
3509 STEWART ASHLEY 3782 10 GT CALF SP WHITE

Current Membership -  1020  as at   10/1/2021    
  
Shelby Registry
Flag at Ian COLLINS house 
No further word from SAAC re: SHELBY AUST. representative

WELFARE: Ian Collins

Notification that Phil ROWAN had a serious stroke and was currently in 
Hospital.  Flowers had been sent from the club to Marina with a card.  CM 
was going to visit.

BULLETIN: Ian Collins

Will be out next week.

AUSTRALIA DAY: Ian Collins

Ian advised the meeting that the Australia Day Concours would be held at 
the new address in Mt Martha. There is 18 acres of property. 
Gary ANDERSON found the location and the owner is happy with the 
Mustang visit.

G.ANDERSON spoke about it being one of the last chances to look at the 
property before it was developed by the owner due it being carved up and 
that future chances would be hard to get in there.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SOCIAL: Tony Borg

Australia Day BBQ at Wooralla Homestead a great success.
Thanks to all volunteers.
Parking arrangement was great and the spread of cars allowed an 
appreciation of   the homestead and surrounding environment.
The coffee van was a winner. They went through 4kg coffee beans and 30 
litres of milk.

TB has written article for Mag on the day.
John Mann, Darcey Russell (display race car) and Barry Jupp have agreed 
to club meeting visit once we are settled in new venue.

Bruce Roscrow has suggested day out in Castlemaine collector shop, and 
drive to Maldon for lunch.

Christmas in July earmarked for 10th July, not yet confirmed.
Numbers limited, so members first, and any remaining spots for non-
members.

Mallacoota Run
TB has aimed to “spread the love” by spending our money at a variety of 
locations by not eating at our accommodation, instead eating out at the 
Golf Club.

CFA had financial concerns about putting on the proposed BBQ on Sunday.

After discussion with Ian C, Tony informed the CFA of our intended charity 
donation, which initially was going to be a surprise.

Generic trophies will be awarded for displays, chrome bumper and plastic 
bumper.

KH Is taking sound system to M/coota. Sunday get together will be at 
Primary School as CFA location not very large.

Kerry Roscrow
Has contacts at local M/coota radio stations for promotion of event.

Tassie
30 Mustangs, 58 people.
Final itinerary coming up.

Acland St – Fathers Day
TB has sent msg to Elvis Barbieri (organizer), re-club gathering on the day. 
No reply as

Ian Collins
Thanks to T.BORG and J.BORG for the Christmas Function.
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We have come along way in 50 years with Ford Mustangs 
and American cars from all makes and models, including USA 
Ford and Mustang merchandise.

Back in the day, locating all types of parts from the USA 
was by way of polaroid photos, letters, faxes to a wrecking 
yard. Now we email and phone,to locate parts. Our customer 
base incorporates Australia, New Zealand, Asia and Europe.

Vince operated the business for 43 years from a garage in 
the back yard of the family home in Mt Pleasant W.A. 

We have now evolved to professional premises incorporating 
a Mustang Showroom - Parts Store and Merchandise in 
Booragoon W.A for the last 7 years.

On Sunday 17th January 2021 we celebrated our milestone 
event  '50th Anniversary Show n’ Shine.'

On a warm Sunday morning at the shop complex and we 
had 74 cars in attendance as well as own cars on display.

Customers were given an American Auto Parts Show Bag 
with Ford and Mustang items on entry of their car.

 Coffee and ice cream vans were on site and were kept busy 
during the morning. Adding to the atmosphere cool tunes 
were playing in the background.

After a short introduction from myself and then Vince - Mr 
Mustang reflected on the past 50 years in business and was 
well received by everyone. 

There was a great variety of cars on display mainly Mustangs 
from all years. There was also some F100’S and other American 
classic cars that were in attendance.

Terry Priestley also made a visit. The great man who 
pioneered the importing and conversions left to right hand 
drive of American cars from the 1960’s.

A truly memorable and historical event celebrating this 
milestone of 50 years in business 1971-2021.

Thanks to all who attended it was a huge success. 
Customers, car owners, Mustang club members, friends and 
business associates.

Vince, Marion, and Paul Shervington. MOCA WA

Find us on Facebook 

American Auto Parts - Mr Mustang Booragoon W.A

www.mrmustang.com.au 

50th Anniversary
Show n’ Shine 1971 - 2021
American Auto Parts – Mr Mustang 
Paul Shervinton
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It was at this time that I had a family acquaintance who 
was a retired panel beater who had pulled apart many an 
early Falcon and Mustang and he said buy it. So the deal 
was done and off it went for what I didn't know at the time 
was to be an Odyssey. If this was a movie, it would have had 
multiple sequels.

Anyhow, away we went with gusto. Out came the engine 
and running gear and Top Cat Automotive started on the 
rebuild of the donk. Out or off came just about everything 
else as I thought I might as well do it as best as I can with 
the budget that I have. Hah! 

Rust was minimal, a California car all its life, there were 
dings here and there but nothing really major, but that bloody 
vinyl roof has got to go.

The prep work was going along nicely, working weekends 
solid and after work during daylight savings, we had the car 
down to just a shell as we began fixing dents and scrapping 
that bloody vinyl roof off. 

The body was stripped down to bare metal, the rust had 
been cut out and replacement parts were welded into place.

We were refitting everything to check on panel gaps and 
ordering whatever else we needed. Everything was tagged 
and bagged (does this sound like a forensic episode) when 
all of a sudden BANG, my marriage disintegrates. 

Life has a funny way of throwing hurdles at you, but as 
they say, they make you stronger.

Fast forward a couple of years and I've got her in storage 
in undercoat so we sat down with a buddy of mine, Dave 
from Supaspray and decide to paint her in the factory colour. 

Sanding undercoat, gee that was fun!

Funds weren't plentiful so she sat around for another couple 
of years whilst I rebuilt my life, built a new home and 
remarried. Now my wife is no car person but fell in love with 
the Mustang and encouraged me to get back to Project 289.

How's that for fortune. It had to be done though, I had a 
car that was painted, a store room full of parts and an 
engine ready to go. The dilemma I had was the fact that I 
was time poor. 

Time kept ticking away and whilst my car was still being 
stored, I was kind of not thinking about it, then thinking 
about it and so forth. Occasionally I would wheel out some 
parts and start fiddling away restoring them and re-painting 
them. It kept me interested during a time when you kind of 
lose interest. Work was taking over and also along with my 
daughters, our passion for Footy and our beloved Tigers. 
Our rollercoaster ride was starting to reach a peak and the 
culmination of our 2017 premiership was something we will 
never forget.

I enjoy reading the Club Mustang quarterly. I especially 
like the articles sent in by members and it spurred me on. 
The magazine had given me the opportunity in meeting the 
Griff brothers in Wendouree. 

I had decided that the only way this car was ever going to 
get finished was to let someone else get it done. A couple 
of phone calls and we delivered the shell and parts out to 
them. I have to say that they are a great bunch of guys out 
there and I highly recommend them to anyone. 

Once the car was done at Griffs it was over to Axion Motor 
Trimmers in Dandenong. Vince was wonderful with his 
enthusiasm and went the extra mile to get it done really well. 
Nandi Automotive was entrusted with the final fitting off and 
signing off of the car. Fantastic job from a family run business.

That first drive, one many of you are well and truly aware 
of is something special. It didn't matter that it broke down a 
few kays down the road, it was that thrill of driving an old 
classic left hand drive down the road and smelling the fumes 
and listening to the roar. The sense of relief I felt on the day 
I took her to Vic Roads to get her registered and watching 
the hordes of people as I burbled by into the inspection bay. 
The satisfaction with the fact that yes, whilst not completely 
finished, it's now on the road to drive, to enjoy.

I have been a member of the club for a very long time. I 
have attended some meetings whenever time has allowed 
me and enjoyed the friendly nature of the gathering but I 
always had that feeling of not being completely part of the 
club until I had my own car ready and able to drive. This had 
nothing to do with the club per se, it was just an inner 

feeling of my own. Pride I guess. I 
now intend to take the car out 
whenever possible, join in some of 
the club runs and show the car at 
Round Up.

Just like I kept telling myself year 
after year.

Great story and great Stang Martin!.. I guarantee 
you that many members have travelled a similar up 
and down path to yours with Mustang ownership 
but... they always end with an up, like yourself. 
So lets here YOUR Mustang Story. Don't be shy.. 
simply email me with some pics and a bit of text 
to colinmustangroundup@gmail.com

My Mustang Story
Martin Zanin

The waft of cigarette smoke hovered above the kitchen 
table. I remember seeing packets of Peter Styvesant and 
Chesterfield, lit of course with the regulation matches of the 
day, Redheads, as men through squinted eyes threw playing 
cards down on the table. Melbourne Bitter long necks were 
the drink of the day as the ladies retired to the lounge room 
to coffee and biscuits.

Melbourne in the 70's when people used to visit each 
other on a Sunday afternoon, after church, after lunch and 
after World Championship Wrestling. Shops were closed, it 
was a time for families to get together.

I grew up a Ford man. (Gee this is sounding like a Shannons 
commercial) In those days you were either Ford or Holden 
depending on what car your father drove. Dad owned an XL 
Falcon and then an XW Falcon. Needless to say, I learned to 
drive at an early age, always eager to wash the family car 
and then go for a drive.

Due to the fact that we lived close to Sandown Racecourse, 
we had the opportunity to see motorsport up close and it 
was visions of Allan Moffat tearing up the race tracks in 
Fords that had me at an early age.

It was during one of those Sunday visits that a friend of 
Dad's asked me during a break in the card games if I was 
interested in cars and what sort of car I'd like to buy.

Without a moment's hesitation the vision of Moffat's Coca 
Cola Trans Am Mustang flashed in front of me and I replied 
MUSTANG. “Good on ya son, hope you do one day" was his 
response as they returned to the card game.

Now as a young man a Mustang was pretty hard to come 
by. They weren't exactly in plentiful supply either but every 
time I saw one in a car yard, I would always go in and have a 
look. I remember a dealership on the Nepean Highway that 
specialized in American cars and whenever I was in the area 
I would call in and have a sticky nose. 

As you grow up the important things in life take over. A job, 
driver's licence, cheap car, girls, going out. Life moves really 
fast and then you start a business, get married, build a home, 
have kids and all these priorities take precedence. 

If it sounds like I'm glossing over this period of life it's 
because it really does literally fly by. Blink and you're married, 
blink again and you have a family.

Once the mortgage was done, business was good, Kids 
were growing and I found myself once again thinking about 
an indulgent purchase. Perhaps it's time to buy that Mustang. 

It was further reinforced because of my yearly ritual to 
the Dandenong Showgrounds to the Mustang Round Up. It 
was here that I got to see a lot of them up close and personal 
and seeing the passion amongst owners. It was something I 
wanted. So off I went scouring magazines, the internet, you 
name it until one particular car jumped out at me.

It was nothing to look at, (I'm sure many a Mustang owner 
would know about that) rough around the edges, missing 
bits and pieces, sad looking but with an air of arrogance 
about it. It was a factory red (I know) A Code GT coupe. I 
had to have it. Mid life crisis, nah, I don't subscribe to those 
clichés.
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FOR SALE
Cars & Parts
for MOCA VIC Club Members

MUSTANG FIBREGLASS 
INTERIOR TRIM
Contact Frank Thomson 0401 391 906 

1969 Interior
Quarter Panel

Trim Set

SERVICES INCLUDE:
• General Fibreglass Repairs and Modifications.

• Custom Fabrication.
• Specialising in Mustang 

Interior Trim Parts and Panels From 1965-1973.

Multi 3 Layer Construction.Bonnet Scoop.1969 Front Spoiler. Moulds built from Original Parts.

64½ D Code Convertible. 
Prairie Bronze Exterior. 
Air Conditioning.
Power Steering. 
Electric Roof.
Auto Transmission.
Lots of original parts still 
on vehicle. Also have original 
purchase receipts and invoices 
when purchased 1964 from 
original owner. 
CALL GINO 0401 669 073
asking $53000

FOR SALE - 64½ CONVERTIBLE

The Australian Shelby 

Registry was created 

back in 2009 by the 

Australian Mustang 

Club and affiliated 

with Shelby American 

(SAAC) Australian 

Shelby Owners and Mustang Motorsport. Nez 

Demaj was elected the Australian Shelby 

Registrar by the Australian Mustang Club and 

certified by SAAC in 2009.

The main objective of the Australian Shelby 

Registry is to create a data base of early and 

late model Shelbys and establish the amount 

and wherabouts of all Shelbys in Australia. 

Also, to have links with SAAC and to update 

their records, change of ownership and any 

relevant information of each Shelby produced. 

Once a Shelby owner has submitted their details 

such as their name,  state of residence and 

Shelby details such as VIN and Shelby numbers 

then their information is loaded in the Australian 

Shelby Registry. Once submitted, the Shelby 

owners details are kept confidential at all times 

and never published in any magazines or websites. 

In each state of Australia, there are State Shelby 

Representatives who can assist any present 

Shelby owners with any questions relating to 

their Shelbys. 

There are advantages in being an Australian 

Shelby Registry member as there are many 

Mustang and Shelby displays organised around 

the country so every Shelby member is contacted 

via email whenever there is an upcoming Shelby 

display. Also, when a Shelby owner decides to 

sell his/her Shelby, they can inform the Australian 

Shelby Registrar and he will email all Shelby 

Registry members. 

The Australian Shelby Registry is a group of Shelby 

owners who come together at various Shelby 

displays around the country while enjoying each 

others company and their vehicles.

So, please submit your Shelby details in 

confidence directly to the Australian Shelby 

Registrar, Craig McKenzie.

Australian Shelby Registry
shelby.org.au 

Australian Mustang Club
mustang.org.au 

Mustang Motorsport
mustangmotorsport.com.au

Australian Shelby Registrar
Craig McKenzie 

Victorian Shelby Representative
Craig McKenzie 
0417 561 246
macka62@iprimus.com.au

AUSTRALIAN
SHELBY REGISTRY
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INSURANCE FOR MOTORING ENTHUSIASTS  |  CALL 13 46 46 FOR A QUOTE  |  SHANNONS.COM.AU

For almost 30 years Shannons have actively supported the car club movement across Australia, 
attending around 800 events each year. The Shannons Super Rig has travelled thousands of 
kilometres and attended a multitude of events across Australia.

No other insurance company is committed to, or appreciates the 
passion, that motoring enthusiasts have for their special vehicles. 

Today, Shannons is the insurer of choice for motoring enthusiasts 
across Australia, providing innovative and flexible insurance options. 
You can even pay your premium monthly at no additional cost. 

So call Shannons for a          quote on 13 46 46. 

W H E R E V E R  Y O U  S E E 
M O T O R I N G  E N T H U S I A S T S 

Y O U ’ L L  S E E  S H A N N O N S

Shannons Pty Limited ABN 91 099 692 636 is an authorised representative of AAI Limited ABN 48 005 297 807, the product issuer. Read the Product Disclosure Statement before buying 
this insurance. Contact us for a copy.

Since my joining the club back in 2008, club meetings 
have been held at several venues, including the Melbourne 
Bowls Club in Windsor and the Richmond Bowls Club, 
parking was the issue at both of these, then we tried the 
Reggio Calabria Club in Parkville, 
where having larger groups was 
becoming an bit of an issue, and then 
finally to our new venue The Legends 
Club at Mooney Valley Racecourse. 

Each time a change was made it 
was so as to encourage or 
accommodate increased member 
attendance, and after our first 
meeting there on the 17th of March 
2021, the future certainly looks 
promising.

So, how did this all come about, 
well, back in December of 2020, 
committee man Brian James, 
suggested to the committee that we 
investigate a new venue for club 
meetings, one that he had 
frequented and thought might be a 
good fit for the club.

Meetings were arranged with 
representatives from both parties, 
details nutted out, and the term we 
kept coming up with was “it just 
gets better and better”. 

There was nothing the Legends Club Manager, Tony 
Peate, couldn’t do for us. 

At a subsequent committee meeting it was decided to 
try the venue out as a group, and again, Tony P, could not 
have been more accommodating. 

It was at this meeting over dinner, that the committee 
made the unanimous decision to make the change to The 
Legends Club at Moonee Valley Racecourse.

The venue itself is a modern and 
fully equipped facility, with a 
number of bars, a huge kitchen, a 
TAB and a poker machine venue, 
two dining areas, one of which we 
utilise at our meetings, and one of 
the best views of Melbourne you 
could ever hope for. 

Moving to this new venue will also 
hopefully encourage members to 
come along as a family group, 
which is one thing the club strongly 
encourages, nothing like getting the 
young ones involved as a way to 
keep the Mustang movement going. 

Of course, the Legends Club is 
more than happy to have a group of 
around 140 turn up to the venue 
midweek, when it is normally quiet, 
it is certainly a win/win situation for 
MOCA VIC and the Legends Club. 

So, don’t forget, every third 
Wednesday of the month, (except 
December, where it is held on the 
2nd Wednesday) with meals being 
served from 5:30pm, and meetings 

scheduled to start at 8:00pm, our meetings, for the 
foreseeable future, will be held at the Legends Club, 
Mooney Valley Racecourse, Corner Thomas and Wilson 
streets Mooney Valley.

Cheers for now.

MOCA VIC 
New Club Venue
The Legends Club Moonee Valley
Tony Borg
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VICTORIA CLUB
SOCIAL CALENDAR
APRIL - MAY 2021 

APRIL 2021

SUNDAY 18TH

ALL FORD DAY 30TH ANNIVERSARY
Planning for the venue is soon to be announced, so keep an eye on the MOCA VIC events page for 
updates, including the venue, also details regarding ticketing etc, will be available at 
https://www.allfordday.org.au/ as they are released.
As in previous years, volunteers for judging will be required from each club, please let Tony know 
when registering, that you would like to assist.
To Register, Contact Tony on 0411 406 760 (text or call), or click yes on the App

WEDNESDAY 20TH

MONTHLY CLUB MEETING - NEW VENUE
Legends Club Corner Wilson Street & Thomas Street Moonee Ponds VIC 3039
Dinner is served from 5.30pm, Meeting starts at 8.00pm
Don’t forget you have to be in attendance for your chance to win, 
LUCKY MEMBERS JACKPOT DRAW, MUG OF THE MONTH, DOOR PRIZE, and MOCA RAFFLE.

SATURDAY 24TH

CRUISE TO CASTLEMAINE XXXX ANTIQUE COMPLEX 
THEN LUNCH AT THE MALDON HOTEL.
Let’s go antiquing? We are heading to the XXXX Antique Complex in Castlemaine, where on show 
and for sale is a huge range of antiques and memorabilia including room upon room of Automotive 
Garage Memorabilia. 
A cost of $5 per person entry fee applies, which is redeemable upon purchase of any of their items, 
couples are able to combine their entry fee so you can redeem $10 as a couple.
Also, for the sweet tooths among us, there is the Winters Flat Store, Candy Shop, just across the 
road from XXXX.
Following our visit to XXXX we will be heading to the Maldon Hotel for luncheon, only a short 15 
minute cruise from XXXX.
Meeting at the BP Calder Park Raceway, at 900 am for a 930 am departure.
To Register, Contact Tony on 0411 406 760 (text or call), or click yes on the App

MAY 2021

WEDNESDAY 19TH

MONTHLY CLUB MEETING - NEW VENUE
Legends Club Corner Wilson Street & Thomas Street Moonee Ponds VIC 3039
Dinner is served from 5.30pm, Meeting starts at 8.00pm
Don’t forget you have to be in attendance for your chance to win, 
LUCKY MEMBERS JACKPOT DRAW, MUG OF THE MONTH, DOOR PRIZE, and MOCA RAFFLE.

www.facebook.com/pages/Official-Mustang-Owners-Club-Australia-Victoria/270093699735606

DEADLINE FOR NEXT MAGAZINE - JUNE 2
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BARE METAL ROTISSERIE RESTORATIONS 

RUST REPAIR PANEL FABRICATION 

CHASSIS MODIFICATIONS & FABRICATION 

MECHANICAL MODIFICATIONS & UP GRADES 

CONCOURS & SHOW FINISHING 

BAKED TWO PACK SPRAY PAINTING 

 

 

It’s 1994 and 
my wife (Del) 
and I have 2 
young children. 
I am in a 
position to buy 
a 1966 
Mustang 
Convertible.

I have always loved the shape of this Mustang so now 
that the opportunity had arisen I would be silly not to take 
it up, with Del’s permission of course.

A friend took me to Melbourne to check the car out and 
it looked good to me so I bought it ($2500).

We went into the office to do the paper work and when 
the guy closed the door there was a sten gun ( a British 
sub machine gun from World War 2) sitting there beside 
his desk. I just asked him what it was for and he replyed for 
those who don’t pay their bill. Well I did pay up (because I 
did want the car) and drove it home.

I had it resprayed (powder blue) and had fun driving it 
around for a while. One day after starting it up only a block 
from home, a guy pulled up behind me and said do you 
realise that a big flame shot out from under the car when 
you started it up.

Well I promptly got that fixed. After that, the accelerator 
linkage broke and had to be wired up as a temporary 
measure, so I got that fixed also.

I was taking some friends on a joy ride another day and 
this kid (sitting in the front seat) decided he was too hot 
and turned the air on, well the car just cut out.

I decided (being a bit of a whiz with cars) that this was 
an electrical problem that could cost me a lot to fix.

This latest problem combined with the fact that when I 
took the family out (it being our only car) one very small 
girl sat in the back seat can’t remember if she was 
restrained and the other was in a carry basket between 
Del’s leg’s, not what you would call safe by today’s 
standards, I thought it was time to sell and get a family car.

So I traded my first mustang in on an XT Falcon wagon. 
(big mistake).

Moving on to 2018 and I am in a position to buy a 1966 
Convertible again.

Checking all the time online and Just Cars mag I thought 
this time I would like a red car with black interior, pretty 
standard car.

I happened to call at Mustang Marque in Harcourt one 
day to find out what went on there, Ian being the obliging 
man he is, asked what I was after, 2 weeks later he rang 
and said I might have something for you.

Long story short I ended up with a 1966 Silver Blue 
Convertible Mustang - totally restored.

I joined the club 2 
years ago, being in 
Bendigo all my life I 
found I already knew 
5 members which 
made it very easy to 
find my position 
within the club.

They are a great bunch of people and we thoroughly 
enjoy the social outings and coffee mornings.

Keep up the great work all you people who do the  
organizing and co-ordinating, we are very fortunate to 
have you all working so hard for our club. Thank you.

My Mustang Convertibles 
Brian White
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If you own a genuine Boss, we ask you to register with us. 
This will give us an indication of how many Boss’ are in Australia. 

By providing your details we can send you updates and other related information. 
All information is kept confidential and your personal details  

will not be passed on without your permission 
 

PERSONAL INFORMATION 

First Name:       Surname:       

Address:              
(Street no & name - Optional) 

 
 

Suburb:       State:      Post Code:    

Mobile:      Email:         

VEHICLE  INFORMATION   UnRestored     Restored 
(Please complete 1 (one) form per Boss) 

Year:      Vin No:        

Engine Capacity:              302              351            429  --     Cougar 

Color:         Rego:        

Door Tag Details 

 
 
 
 

 
 Additional information/facts:            
 

               
 

Return completed forms, with photo/s of your car to 
Andre Stoffers   
Mob: 0411 455 755  
Email: Boss.Registry@gmail.com  

                                                                                  
AUSTRALIA BOSS REGISTRY 

   

 

                    
    Body  Color      Trim    Date   DSO    Axle   Trans 

  

 

 

 

- KK: _________ 

Suspensionpartsonline.com.au 

 

 

 

 

 

Service and Advice -  Suspensionpartsonline.com.au is your #1 Mustang S550 source.  

Suspensionpartsonline.com.au 

Ph 03 9553 6915   
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A

OFFICIAL CLUB
CLOTHING &
MERCHANDISE

A Nitro Shirt - Navy & Red  
 (Available In Both Mens & Ladies Cuts $55

B Polo Shirt - White, Navy & Red  $50

C Polo Shirt - Red, Navy & White (New Style) $55

 Children’s T-Shirts From $20

 Children’s Polo Shirts $25

D Ladies 3/4 Length Sleeved Tops In Black / White $40

 Ladies V-Neck Short Sleeve $35

 Ladies Cardigan - Navy $75

 V-Neck Jumper - Dark Navy $75

E Fleecy Long Sleeved Tops - Navy Only $55

F Reversible Vests - Navy With Red Lining $50

G Hoodie - Navy / Red Piping Or Screenprint $60

H Cambrey Shirts Long And Short Sleeve $60

I Baseball Jacket W/Suede Sleeve
 (Large Logo On Back, Small Logo On Front) $170

J Navy Winter Jacket / Fully Lined With Red Piping $105

 (Large Logo On Back, Name On Front Optional) $150

K Lightweight Microfibre Club Jacket $80
 Red, White & Blue (Large Logo On Back,

 Name On Front Optional) Limited Stock) $125

 Club Caps Navy / Suede Peak $20

 Ladies Peak Hats $15

 Beanies $15

HOW TO ORDER 

• Contact Lynda Sparrow by Phone on 0447 474 790 or email lynda@australiansilencer.com.au to order all your gear.

• Allow $10 - $15 extra for any items that need to be posted.

• Please make all Cheques payable to: ‘MUSTANG OWNERS CLUB AUST. (VIC) INC.’

B
C

D
E

F

G

H

I Front I Back

J
K

       ASSORTED BADGES & STICKERS ALSO AVAILABLE

Local, national & global coverage
Over 600 locations around the world

Specialised packing materials
Maximum protection for your household goods 

Office & Commercial Relocations
Specialist equipment with 24 hour availability

Knowledge and experience
Obligation free quote from our local move consultant

03 9904 0100

Quality 
ISO 9001

alliedpickfords.com.au
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We at Autonovus are PASSIONATE about protecting your vehicle.   
The indoor and outdoor CarCapsules are the ORIGINAL car “bubbles” that completely 
seal and protect your vehicle from rodents, rust, corrosion, dirt, dust, mildew, and musty 
odors.  The patented continuous air flow system keeps the temperature consistent inside 
and out and eliminating condensation.  Protect YOUR invest today with the CarCapsule.

Outdoor and Indoor Car Capsules available
Bike Capsules available

One year warranty

Showcases available

Easy to set up and use

Unique evaporative storage system

T H E  U L T I M A T E  I N  C A R  C O V E R S

W W W . A U T O N O V U S . C O M . A U
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odors.  The patented continuous air flow system keeps the temperature consistent inside 
and out and eliminating condensation.  Protect YOUR invest today with the CarCapsule.

Outdoor and Indoor Car Capsules available
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Easy to set up and use
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We at Autonovus are PASSIONATE about protecting your vehicle.   
The indoor and outdoor CarCapsules are the ORIGINAL car “bubbles” that completely 
seal and protect your vehicle from rodents, rust, corrosion, dirt, dust, mildew, and musty 
odors.  The patented continuous air flow system keeps the temperature consistent inside 
and out and eliminating condensation.  Protect YOUR invest today with the CarCapsule.

Outdoor and Indoor Car Capsules available
Bike Capsules available

One year warranty

Showcases available

Easy to set up and use
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Outdoor and Indoor
Car Capsules available

Bike Capsules available

One year warranty

Showcases available

Unique evaporative
storage system

Easy to set up and use

We at Autonovus are PASSIONATE
about protecting your vehicle.
The indoor and outdoor CarCapsules
are the ORIGINAL car “bubbles” that 
completely seal and protect your vehicle 
from rodents, rust, corrosion, dirt, dust, 
mildew and musty odors. 
The patented continuous air flow system 
keeps the temperature consistent inside 
and out and eliminating condensation. 
Protect YOUR invest today with the 
CarCapsule.    

Outdoor and Indoor
Car Capsules available

Bike Capsules available

One year warranty

Showcases available

Unique evaporative
storage system

Easy to set up and use

We at Autonovus are PASSIONATE
about protecting your vehicle.
The indoor and outdoor CarCapsules
are the ORIGINAL car “bubbles” that 
completely seal and protect your vehicle 
from rodents, rust, corrosion, dirt, dust, 
mildew and musty odors. 
The patented continuous air flow system 
keeps the temperature consistent inside 
and out and eliminating condensation. 
Protect YOUR invest today with the 
CarCapsule.    

Tuckett’s Tyrepower Hastings

2079 Frankston-Flinders Road, Hastings
Call Rob or Dean on 59793844

Specialising in Tyres, 
Wheels, Brakes and 
Suspension for your

Mustang or daily driver

MOCA VIC 
HISTORY
from the Archives

VICTORIA

circa 1989. Mark's 66 on display @Echuca MOCA Nationals

circa: @early-mid 90's I found these old black & white photos in the Club Archives. 
They show Mark Hadfield in his 1966 Weber fuelled Fastback at Lake Gairdner SA during Speed Week.
Mark, from memory, was around 180mph when his Mustang's hood flew off ripping out hinges and all...
damaging the windscreen and roof. Undetered though, Mark returned the following years to conquer 
the salt flats in both his 66 and 67 Mustang Fastbacks.



mustangmotorsport.com.au
03 9753 5799 10 HAYWARD RD, FERNTREE GULLY VIC 3156

THE BEST PARTS | THE BEST SERVICE
from australia’s most trusted mustang experts

ORDER ONLINE NOW AT MUSTANGMOTORSPORT.COM.AU
AUSTRALIA’S LARGEST RANGE OF MUSTANG PARTS  
AND ACCESSORIES IN STOCK IN AUSTRALIA NOW!

2015-20 ROUSH TRUNK TOOLKIT

2015-20 CARROLL SHELBY  
CS56 V2.0 20” WHEEL SET

2015-17 OEM  
USA GT LOWER GRILLE

2015-20 BLACK LOCK NUT SET

2015-20 5.0L V8 ADJUSTABLE  
PERFORMANCE COILOVERS

2015-20 DRAKE BILLET  
FUSE BOX COVER

2015-20 GT350 STEERING WHEEL 
WITH SILVER STITCHING

LOGBOOK SERVICING  
INC. OIL FILTER, VEHICLE CHECK

Handles better and provides more 
comfortable ride than stock!

2015-20 15” SLOTTED  
BREMBO BRAKE UPGRADE

2018-20 5.0L V8 ROUSH PHASE 1  
700HP SUPERCHARGER

2015-17 GENUINE  
50TH ANNIVERSARY GRILLE

2015-20 MM BOOT/TRUNK MAT

2015-20 SPARE WHEEL KIT

2015-20 OEM USA  
STRUT TOWER BRACE FOR RHD

2015-20 HOOD STRUT KIT

Includes rim, tyre, jack and lever!

2015-20 FRONT PARKING CAMERA

Also available:
- PHASE 2 750HP SUPERCHARGER 
- PHASE 1 to 2 UPGRADE KIT
- 2015-17 670HP & 727HP KITS


